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E.ucutive Boa1'd

·Arkansa·s Shows ·Gain
Number
S.S. Enr.
Year
Churches M'bership Baptisms
1950
1,031
235.;306
16,367
172,254
15,052
205,184
1955
1,139
277,860
1958
. 1,155
208,411
296,945
12,68+
* 71 counties
**The same 7_1 counties in 1960 (Tentati:ve)
THE ABOVE tabulation taken
from the Arkansas Baptist State
Convention annuals (except the
population figures) for the r.espective · years
makes an' interesting study.
One would not want to be too positive in interpreting these figures
for the simple reason that much adDR. WHITLOW
ditional information is necessary before many safe
conclusions co,uld be formed. However, some conclusions are reasonable on the basis of these facts
alone.
There are certain areas of advance for which we are grateful.

"ABOUT 25 percent of a company's salesmen account for 75
percent of the sales." We read
this statement in
a
recent Sales
Magazine.
The
writer went on
t o a s k, "D o e s
this mean that
the rest are ba,d
·salesmen?" Then
the w r i t e r answered his quesDR. DOUGLAS
tion by saying,
"Not at a~l. The company does
not spend enough time selecting
the men and then teaching them
how to handle their products."
We have all been hearing, across
our Southern Baptist Convention,
that 20 percent of the church
members give 80 percent of the ·
money. Usually when the statement ' is made, there is a questioning look on the faces of the hearers. Then these questions are invariably asked. "What's wrong?"
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Most Areas

Coop. Program
$ 543,729.
1,217,726.
1,560,032.

All Gifts
$ 8,617,799.
11,195,188.
12,552,683.

Population .
1,741,337 *

1,596,580

**

The matter of g1vmg has - gained
right on through the past decade.
This is perhaps largely due to two
factors-the period of inflation and
the increased emphasis placed upon
stewardship by our churches. Despite the decrease in population the
per capita income in Arkansas has
increased.
We have experienced a net gain
in number of churches since 1950
to the tune of 124. However, since
1955 the pace has rapidly declined.
A net gain of only 16 churches has
been realized since 1955. Last year
we gained only 3 churches over the
year before. A little closer look at
the picture indicates we have sustained a heavy loss in churches in
the rural areas. This loss has been
offset somewhat by . the new
churches organized in many county-

seat towns and other urban- areas.
This could spell the death knell to
many of our rural churches unless
our ministry is strengthened so~e
how in these areas. However, the
part of the picture that should
cause us the greatest concern lies
in the constant decrease in the Jiuinber of baptisms. For the gaLns in
all other areas we should be ete-rnally grateful, but to continhe to
show weakness at the point of wiJ.1ning men to Christ is a mattei'~ of
grave concern. This is not only ' to
miss the mark at our prime responsibility-making disciples-but all
other kingdom progress ultimately
stems from winning the lost. 'iFo
make more effective our effo:r.t to
win mel'l. requires our best thought
and deepest dedication. -= S; A.
Whitlow, Executive Secretary •·

"How did Southern Baptists ever
reach this state?" "What can be
done?" All are good questions
and not one of them is easy to answer.
First, what's wrong? In other
words, why is it that one Baptist
in a church usually gives as much
fi:Oney as four other Baptists?
That is about the ratio. We are
finding that the tithers ·in our
Baptist churches usually give
five times as much as the nontither. There's the answer. Many
of our Baptists do not tithe and
this ·produces the picture - 20
percent of the members ·give 80
percent of the money. Obviously,
our ·churches do not have enough
tithers.
The question, '.' How did Southern Baptists reach this state?" is
so involved that . it would take
thousands of words to give the correct answer. But it must be said
that we as . church · leaders have
"shied away" from the Bible

teachings on stewardship. _ , We
have heard this statement alf of
our life, "Our pastor never me}1tions money; he pr.eaches the' Bible." . Certainly, by this time, we
recognize this statement as a · misnomer. How can anyone preach
the Bible and never talk about
possessions, property, money, etc.,
when the Bible, from Genesis . to
Revelations, says more on those
subjects than any others?
Then, what can we do? Well, a
good beginning place is for us to
recognize our plight. Then pray
about the matter. Ask God to
help in leading the church people
to a serious study of the situation.
After this is done, the church
members can be urged to read and
study the Forward Program of
Church Finance material, then
adopt the Forward Program and
use the complete plans.
The Forward P r o g r am of
Church F_inance has enlisted tithers, brought revival, and strengthened lives.-Ralph Douglas, Associate Executive Secretary. .
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Science.
Union University, J a c 1< son,
Tenn.-W. Fred Kendall, Nashville,
executive secretary, . Tenne~s~e
Baptist Convention, Doctor of Divinity, and Lawrence T .. Lowrey,
retiring ·president of Blue MQl,llYtain Co 11 e g e (Baptist), Blue
Mountain, Miss., Doctor of Humanities, on May 30.
Mary Hardin-Baylor · College, ·
Belton, Tex:-Mrs. Joe A. ·Wessendorf, Richmond, Tex., first woman
to serve on State Board of Education, active in Par~nt-Teachers
Association and former state president of it, at September convocation.
Hardin - Simmons University,
Abilene, Tex.-:-Thomas G. Barnes,
one of the state's leading physicists and professor at Texas Western College, El Paso, Doctor of
Scien~e, at May 29 exercises. •

Honorary Degrees
By ·Baptist S-chools
The prime· minister of Can:;tda,
the mayor of a Louisiana city, a
prominent network ~1ewscaster,
and the editor of a non-denominationa] Christian magazine will be
among persons given honorary degrees this year by Southern Baptist colleges and universities.
Oklahoma Baptist University,
Shawnee, will confer the Doctor of
Humanities degree on John George
Diefenbaker, prime minister of
Canada. The prime minister is a
Baptist. He will receive the ' degree at the Golden Jubilee Convocation of the Oklahoma college
Sept. 22.
·
The Doctor of Laws Degree will
go to Daniel A. Poling, New York,
editor of the magazine, Christian
Herald. .William Jewell College,
Liberty, Mo., will confer it May '30.
The mayor is Clyde Fant, · of
Shr-eveport, La., 'who will receive
the honorary Doctor of Laws from
East Texas Baptist College, Marshall, Tex., on May 30. The mayor
is an alumnus of the college~
The
· network
· · news commentator
f · ·Ani .
encan
is Paul Harvey, o
Broadcasting Company (ABC),
Chicago. Wayland Baptist College,
Plainview, Tex:, will confer the
honorary doctorate.
A Mississippi college professor
will be honored twjce.
Other degrees and the schools
granting them are:
Oklahoma Baptist UniversityDoctor .of Divinity to Calvin Murray Fuquay, pastor, 1st Baptist
Churc)l, M i d west City, Okla.;
Lowell D. Milburn, pastor, 1st
Baptist Church, Shawnee, and
John W. Dowdy, president, Southwest Baptist (Junior) College,
B.olivar, Mo. Doctor of Letters to
Hugh Meglone Milton
undersecretary of the Army, Washington, D. C., all to be conferred
May 28.
William Jewell College- Glenn
W. Hendren, Liberty, Mo., physician, Doctor of Laws; Homer E.
Delozier, superintendent, St. Louis
(Mo.) Baptist Association, Doctor
of I?ivinity, at May commencement. ·
~'Jast Texas B·a ptist College

u;
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Deckert Andersoi).·, · pastor, Eastview Baptist .Church, K i 1 go r e,
Tex.; D ·o c tor of Divinity, on
Aug. 24.
Wayland Baptist College-Mori
Hitata:ni, president, Hawaii Baptist Convention, and pastor Pearl
City (Hawaii) .Baptist Church, an
alumnus of Wayland, at May commencement.
University of Corpus Christi,
Tex.-Kenneth E. Hiner, pastor,
Forrest Park B a p t is t Church,
Corpus Christi, Doctor of Divinity
at May commencement; Joe Arne· rine, missionary; District 5, Baptist General Convention of Texas,
Alice, Te~_., in August.
Mississippi Co 11 e g e, Clinton,
Miss.-A. E. Wood, .head of the
college's Chemistry department,
Doctor of Laws and Letters, after
40 years with :Mississippi College
facul~y, on May 29.
·
William Carey College, Hattiesburg, Miss.-Cecil Slaton Johnson, dean of General College, University of North Carolina, Chapel
·
·
of Laws,
Hill, N. ·c., _Doctor
May -27.
Ouachita College, Arkadelphia,
Ark.-Rob>ert L. Smith, pastor,
1st Baptist Church, Pine BJuff,
Ark., Doctor of Divinity, and Birkett L. Williams, Cleveland, Ohio,
businessman, Doctor of Laws, at
May graduation.
Furman University, Greenville,
S. C.-Honorary degrees; Doctors
of Law, to three members of the
Duke Endowment Board, April 26
-George G. Allen, chairman of
the board; Norman A. Cooke, and
Alexander H. Sands, Jr. Much of
the cost of the $1,788,000 Duke Li1bra:ry building on the Furman
campus came from Duke Endowment funds.
Mercer University, Macon, Ga.
-Joe S. Holliday, pastor, 1st Raptist Church, Columbus·, Ga., and
James T. Burrell, pastor, 1st Baptist Church, Bainbridge, Ga., Doctor of Divinity; W. C. Lee, Macon
banker, Doctor of Laws, and A. E.
Wood, retiring head of the Chemistry department, Mississippi College; . :Clinton, Miss., Dector of

Teletype Machine

for Ridgecrest
RIDGECREST, N. C. (BP}Ridgecrest Baptist Assembly will
be on · the Southern Baptist teletype network during June, July,
a11d August.
James L. Sullivan, Nashville,
executive secretary of the Southern Baptist Sunday School Board,
said the Board will install a
printer · machine as a service to
those attending the assembly. Direction of the assembly is under
the Sunday School Board. •
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Editorials---------....,..-----

Personally Speaking . . .

Summit Failure Casts Dark Shadow
INTERNATIONAL political af~
fairs .cast a dark shadow over the
meeting of the Southern Baptist
Convention in Miami Beach last
week. The threat of nuclear war
was reflected in all sessions as
speaker after speaker referred to
the world crisis, in messages and
in prayers.
By unanimous consent the Convention adopted a resolution on
Christian responsibility in the
world crisis precipitated by failure
of the summit conference in Paris.
The resolution was presented by
Brooks Hays, former congressman
from Arkansas, now a director of
the Tennessee Valley Authority
and immediate past president of
the Southern Baptist Convention,
in behalf of the Christian Life
Commission. The Convention voted
unanimously ·to send a telegram to
Pr.esident. Eis.e nhower assuring him
of the support of its prayers.
It is always difficult to evaluate
the annual rp.eeting .of the Convention. With the passing of. time,
something that seemed at the moment to be 'o f great import ' may
turn out to be rather insignificant
while something else 'that was regarded as not important develops
into great significance. The sessions this year were free for the
most part of anything bordering
on real controversy or anything
sensational.

Press Conference
President Pollard, who recently
gave up his pastorate in Knoxville
to b e c o m e pastor of Bellevue
Church, Memphis- another fulltime church - was reelected for
a second term. without opposition.
Laying no claim to being versed in
anybody's "Rules of Order," he experienced some parliamentary tangles in business sessions, but his
sense of humor and his winning
way with people carried him
through. An off-the-cuff remark
by him in his president's address,
in which he appeared to 130me to
make the seminaries .a whipping
boy, contributed to the calling of
a special press conference.
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Explained Dr. Pollard. in the conference: he had not meant to cast
unfavorable reflections upon any
one of our seminaries. He has the
utmost confidence in them all. He
had only meant to emphasize that
we _southern Baptists must always
be on the alert to guard against
teaching in any of our seminaries
which . would be contrary to the
teachings of the Bible. S h o u I d
there be evidence of this, those
knowing about it should get in
touch with the president of t h e
seminary involved and its board of
trustees, he said.
Sharing the spotright with President Pollard in the ·press conference was Dr. John Haldeman, pastor of Allapattah Baptist Church,
Miami, who is chairman of the Executive Committee's sub-committee
on Southern Baptist Convention institutions. He was quoted in an
article in th~ May 19 issue of The
Mic~mi Hen~ld as reporting that "a
study of all t he denomination's
schools on the question of infiltration of theological modernism will
begin ·in three months."
Dr. Pollard, while lashing out at
heretical · teaching in the seminaries, had declared :
"I don't know of it being done
except in one place, and I'm not
sure of that. When I know for
sure, I'm going to ,the president
and trustees of that institution."
The Hendel article stated that
Dr. Haldeman hinted to the reporter, Adon Taft, that Dr. Pollard
might have had Southeastern Seminary, Wake Forest, N. C., in mind.
Dr. Haldeman categor ically denied
every statement attributed to him
in the article. Writer Taft, present
at the press conference, said: "I
still stand by my story."
Dr. Porter Routh, executive secretary of the Executive Committee, stated that the sub-committee
which Dr. Haldeman heads does
not have w it h i n its perview a
search for heretical tea ching, . but
is making a study of t he Southem
Baptist institutions with a view to
eliminating unnecess'a ry duplication of functions .

FOR this boy from Lone Gum- that's
about two miles from Mill Creek and not
far from The Flatwoods-Miami ·Beach,
Fla., is about as fabulous and swanky
as any place he has
read about in Arabian
Nights. But that was
not his first impression on checking in
at a Miami B e a c h
hotel the other day.
It was late afternoon as a b e 11 b o y
h e 1 p e d 'me to my
room - Room 827 in
the Sa x o n y Hotel.
The room . was in
ELM
s em i - darkness but
the guide did not turn on the lights as
we entered. I was a little puzzled. But
he seemed to know his way around as
he hung my other shirt in the walk-in
closet and checked to see that everything in the room was up to his requirements.
By this time my eyes had become
somewhat accustomed to the darkness
and I had been able to determi!\e that
the room was commodious and that it
had all of the usual furnishings you
find in a twin-bed room you rent at
the single rate. But in my mind I was
grumbling.
"Huh!" I was thinking. "What's so
wonderful about a room at the Saxony?
I have been in fairly swank hotels before . What does this one have that is
different from dozens of inland hotels
where I have slept across the country?
I thought Miami Beach was to be some'
.t hing special! "
The bellboy had completed his services for me, I thought, and I gave him
his tip. But instead of walking toward
the door, he turned to the back side of
the room, which was covered from one
end to the other by drapes.
Dramatically he rolled back the curtains and there was the Atlantic Ocean!
I almost swallowed my tongue. Stand-·
ing in my own room-one I had thought
was just another hotel room and a dark
one at that- ! was looking out upon
"the ocean." There it was, lapping and
moaning beneath my window, and
stretching out as far as the eye could
see,' with many a boat in between! I
had judged my room too soon!
You too, if you have lived very long,
have at times asked in your heart as
you have stood in the darkness of sorrow, of disappointment, of affliction,
of temptation : "Is this my room?"
Then God has rolled back curtains re vealing marvf,'llous picture windows you
had not known were there. Suddenly
you have found yourself looking out
upon an ocean of His love and providence!

(See EDITORIAI.tS, page 10)
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Clear, Positive Conviction
Seen As Need for C'hristians
NEW ORLEANS, LA. - The
177 graduates of New {)rleans
Seminary were told that "the ravages of higher criticism, modernism, and humanism have stealthily
taken the i r toll of spiritual
power."
Speaking on the subject, "The
Christian Worker in Today's
World," Dr. J. Norris Palmer, pastor of the 1st Baptist Church,
Baton Rouge, stressed to the graduates at the 42nd Annual Commencement of the Seminary that
"our need is for dedicated, consecrated men and women who will
live and speak with clear, positive
conviction-courageously, unhesitatingly and wi.thout compromise."
He called for the graduates to
maintain the separateness of their
calling, cheri~h .and ,proclaim the
faith ·.once .delivered to them, and
keep alert to the value of time.
"Your mission is three-fold in
na.ture," Dr. Palmer .said, "and
your .success wi.ll depend ':Jiirst on
strictly consistent living."
He said that the riature of the
mission of the graduates · is also
testimony and · counsel through
personal contact and a careful and
precise planning of ·their public
·ministry.
"Ours is a day of unspeakable
opportunity, but· we forefeit our
opportunity ih advance if ours is
not a united witness," · he said to
the group.
On the value of time, Dr. Palmer said, "w'th Jesus there were
no off-days, there was no self indulgence, and there was no time
for light speech, frivolity, or careless thoughts. The seriousness of
his life and the weightiness of his
words proved beyond doubt his
con.sciousness of the value of
time."
Following the commencement
address, Dr. H. Leo Eddleman,
seminary president, presented the
degrees and awards to the candidates.
A feature of the -commencement
program was the dedication of the
prayer rooin which has been furMay 26, 1960

nished by Dr. W. W. Hamilton in
memory of his deceased daughter,
Miss Virginia Hamilton. Dr.
Hamilton, who is a past president
of the seminary and · chaplain
emeritus of the Southern Baptist
Hospital, led the dedication service. •

Withdraws Statement
Defaming POAU
WASHINGTON - (BP) - A
blow aimed at Protestants and
Other Americans United for Separation of- Church and State
(POAU) has been expunged from
'l'he Congressional Recor-d at the
request of the man who inserted it.
_
Rep. Melvin Price (D., Ill.) in
the April 26, . 1960, issue of The
co·ngr-essionaz · Record, inserted in
the appendix section a long article
extolling the virtues of a highlyhonored Roman Catholic citizen of
St. Louis; Mo., Col. John J. Griffin, and· which contained the following paragraph: .
"The Klan, the Hitlerites, the
Communists, and the JohnnyCome-Lately POAU (Protestants
and Other Americans United for
the Separation of Church -and
State) are all dangerous, Colonel
G1riffin observed. Bti:t he is opposed to suppressing such organization·s ."
Other remarks in the article
that obviously included POAU
called them . "phoney organizations" that "hide behind patriotic
motives in order to vent their
hatred on other citizens ~ They are
like termites that work in the
dark-the light of day and the
truth will kill them."
In response to a vigorous letter
of protest from Glenn L. Archer,
executive director of POAU, Rep.
Pric.e, a 1 Roman Catholic, secured
the unanimous consent of the
House of Representatives to delete
the "objectionable reference." He
describeq Archei·'s letter as a "justifiable" complaint. It was printed in full in the May 2 issue of
The Congressional Record.
Archer pointed out that POA U

"has specifically repudiatea tlie
Ku Klux Klan, the Know Nothing
movement, and all similarly bigoted movements base,d on prejudice." He said that POAU has
100,000 supporters from Protestant, Jewish, Catholic and independent religious groups and that
three top officers have been presidents of America's largest Protestant denominations, · B a p t i s t,
Methodist and Presbyterian.
The May 10 issue of Loolc Magazine carries an article by Eugene
Carson Blake, Presbyterian. and
G. Bromley. Oxnam, Methodist,
which is a POAU reply to an earlier article by John A. O'Brien,
Roman Catholic, on the religious
issue in the presidential campaign.
The Methodist Church in its recent meeting in Denver urged its
regional units to encourage "moral
and financial s u p p o r t" · for
POAU. •
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Blessing or Curse?
"Nothing is more gentle than
smoke, noth'ing more frightful,"
Victor Hugo has said. " ... Smoke .
rising through the trees may signify the most charming thing in
the world, the hearth; or the most
terrible, a 1conflagration."
In these things, children · and
smo.Ke have mu~h in common. Wise
parents take their little ones to
church in the interest of setting
their feet on the ·r ight paths for
their lives, as God would direct.
For children may be a blessing or
a curse to their pare-nts and to society. It depends 1 a r gel y upon
where they are in. their tender
years.
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Charles Hamm, pastor of the Un.iontown Church was .· clerk; arQ.
George Williams, pastor of the Lamar Church led in the prdination
prayer; Bro. Lawrence Woodard,
·pastor in Buckner Association presented the Bible; Bro. Paul E.
Wilhelm, missionary of Clear
Creek Association ·brought the
charge ; and Bro. Elmer Linton,
pas,t or of Centra.! Church, Altus,
· pr0notmced ·the -benediction.Paul E. W i I h e I m, Missionary,
Clear Creek Association.

Awards. Day Held
· at-Ouachita College
NINETEEN students and two
faculty members received · awards
at the annual Awa1•ds Day presentations of Ouachita College.
MR. GRAVES ·
In addition, gi·oup · recognition
was given lettermen of the athletic
Clear. Creek Notes
teams, members of the band l:!nd
REV. Charles D. Graves, 29', for- cho-ir, and those named to Who's mer pastor of Highland Park Who.
·
Church, Duncan, Okla. has accept· Faculty . m em b e r s receiving
ed the pastorate of 1st Church, awards from President Ralph A.
Van Buren.
Phelps, Jr., for creative work were
Mr. Graves graduated from Ok- Dennis Holt, acting head of the
lahoma Baptist University and · Speech depai·tment and director of
Southwestern Seminary.
the Ouachita Theater, · and FranMrs. Graves is a graduate of cis McBeth, Ouachita band diOklahoma College for Women.
rector.
They have two boys : Mark who
W. J. Henddcks, superintendent
will be 5 in August and Stuart of buildings and groui1ds, was recwho will be 3 in June.
ognized as the one to whom the
In addition to pastorates in yearbook was dedicated. He reDuncan and the Michigan Avenue ceived the first copy of. the 1960
Church, Chickasha, Okla., Bro. Ouachitonian from Editor Gene
Graves has pastored churches in Dolby.
Missouri and Texas.
Students given awards illlcluded
His first service in Van Buren Linda Evans, Arkansas Federaas pastor will be Wednesday night, ·tion of Music Clubs; Kay Dobson
May 11 with the first Sunday serv- and Don Allen, Student National
ice May 15. We welcome them to Education Association; Don ApClear Creek Association and to plegarth and Lou Nell Willis, OutArkansas.
standing Business Senior; Verna .
ARKANSAS _Street Church in Westerman, Kappa Delta Pi; Pat
Van Buren ordained three men May Smith, Home Economics; Warfield
13. Bro: Roy Pledger, pastor of Teague, Chemistry and Mathethe Palestine Church, Concord As- matics; Dav.id Bowen and .Rosalie
..
sociation, was ordained to the gos- McCarty, physics.
pel ministry. Bro. Cliff Mondier I Others
were
·warfield
Teague
.
.
-..
.
.
and Bro. Clyde Raymond Smith, and Lynda· Strother, Citizenship;
both of Van Buren were ordained Gene Petty arid Ruth Ann Thomby the Church as deacons. Bro. as, Senior Ouachitonian; Winston
Robert Morrison, pastor of the Ar- Bryant and Bill Dawson, Elmo
kansas Street Church served as Chaney Athletic A ward ; James
moderator; Bro. Jay W. C. Moore, · Burleson, Eddie Snider, and Joe
superintendent . of missions for Dempsey, President's Award; and
Goncord Association led in the Gene . Petty, President's Ministe~
questioning of the candidates ; Bro. rial Award. . •
·
P· <!fe

Six

first Resident in
Administration at ASH
BEVLY JOE Gunn, who w,ill
complete his master'.s degre~: in
hospital ·adminl.stration at WashiJJgton Unjversity,. St. Lou!s, next
month, wilt become Arkansas Baptist. Hospital's first administrative
resident beginning July 1;
· During the first six months of
his _year's residency, Mr. Gunn
will rotate through all of the· hospi_tal's 17 · departments. During
the final months, he will work ·o ut
of th~ administrative office___o_n
special projects.
Mr .. Gunn, a native of Weyv'<_>k,;;t,
Okla., was graduated fro~, OlsJ~
homa State University, where :h.e
majored in personnel rnl!rl.,ag.ement.

Ordinations

--1ST CHURCH, Tillar, oi·-da1ned
Kenneth Robertson to the ministry May 8. Rev. L. J. Ready, pas- ,
tor, served as moderator; Rev.
Forrest D. Bynum, pastor, Chickasaw Church, McGehee, served as
clerk; Rev. Noel Barlow, associational missionary, Delta Association, was the examiner; Rev. Minor Cole, pastor, 1st Church, Dumas, led the ordination prayer;
Rev. Mason Craig, pastor, 1st
Church, McGehee, gave the charge;
Rev. Harold O'Bryan, pastor, 1st
Church, Dermott, presented the
Bible; and Rev. John Robertson, ·
father of the candidate and pastor ·
of Jones Chapel Church, preached
the sermon.
1 Rev. Kenneth Robertson is pastor of Saline Church, Prescott.
ARKANSAS . BAP:TIS
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Revivals
JACK THOMPSON, evangelist
of Ft. Smith, held a meeting recently at Carpenter Road Church,
Irving, Tex. Del Hartin of Ft.
Wor th led the music. There were
37 additions to the church. Rev.
Jack D. Edmonds is pastor of the
church.
EGYPT Church, Mt. Zion Association, recently completed a revival in which Billy Walker was
the evangelist. There were 15 for
baptism, five by letter, one by
-.statement, and 20 rededications.
Rev. Earnest Tosh is pastor.
DENNISON Street Chapel, mission of Gaines Street Church, Little
Rock, had Rev. J. Richard Perkins .
as evangelist for a recent revival.
'fhere were 12 by baptism and two
by letter. E. A. "Happy" Ingraham
is pastor.
REV. JERRY Hopkins, pastor of
Harvard Avenue Church, Siloam
Springs, was the evangelist for a
recent revival at Immanuel Church,
Fayetteville. John Mitchell of Immanuel led the singing. There were
seven professions of faith and three
b:f letter. Rev. Terrel Gordon is
, pastor.

New Budgets
LONE OAK Church, Little Riv, et' Association, after receivi-ng the
trial offer has voted to place the
A1·kansas Bapt·ist in the church
btfdget. Victor D. Rettmann, Jr.
is pastor.
Churches a ccepting the one

May 15, 1960
Church

Sunday Training Addi·
School Union tions

727

170
Fre~man Heights
Camden, Cullendale, 1st 549
575
Crossett, 1st
868
El Dorado, 1st
Ft. Smith, Grand Ave . 643
Hot Springs, Park Pl. . 486
117
! H untsville, 1st
14
Mission
Little Roc!~: ,
South Highla nd
569
Magnolia, Centra l
71 3
North Little Rock,
·Baring Cross
815
North Lit tle Rock,
519
Levy
Springdale, 1st
448
W est Memphis, Ca lvary 219 ·
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148
110
255
214
. 237
279
166
34

There were 100 people in Sunday
School. ltev. Dennis James, association missionary, brought the
message in the morning service.
Rev. Homer Allred is pastor.

month free trial offer are Gillett
Church, Centennial• Association,
Rev. Robert Howie, pastor; Swifton Church, Black River Association, Rev. J: I. Cossey, pastor; and
Bethel Church, Pulaski Association, Rev. Harold W. Taylor, pastor. If the Gillett Church. votes to
place the paper in the budget, Centennial will be the first association in the state having all churches with the paper' in the budget.

ville, Ky. Dr. Brown was professor
of New Testament at the school for
ten years. Dr. Brown was formerly
pastor of 1st Church, Hope, 1st
Church, L i t t I e Rock, and 1st
Church, 'El Dorado. He also served
as head of the Bible Department at
Ouachita from 1926 to 1929, and
was executive secretary from 19281930.
Since retiring, Dr. and Mrs.
Brown have lived in · Anderson,

Miscella.neous

Attendance Report

B enton , 1st
Berryville,

NORTHVALE Church, Harrison, recently had a special day to
raise funds to· pay off an indebtedness for putting a rock-finish on
the exterior of -the church building. All of the money was raised.

3

1
3

253
311

2

26~

2

196
1
137
135 . .

s. c.

SUE HAIRE, Marianna, was
awarded the B. G. Lowrey Scholarship for "character, scholarship,
,and leadership" at Blue Mountain
College. The award was presented
· by Dr. Lawrence T. Lowrey; president of the college.

BERTHA MEADE Gray, daughter .o f Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gray,
Ozan, a1i.d Clifton Court:taey, Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Courtney,
Paducah, plan to be married in
August. Miss Gray is majoring in
social work at Carver School of
MATTHEWS Memorial Church,
Missions and Social Work. A-grad- Harmony Association, is nearing
uate of Henderson State Teachers completion of their new mission
College, Arkadelphia, she taught building in the Watson Chapel comfor several years in Arkansas. Mr. munity. They hope to be able to
Courtney is pastor of 1st Church, ·enter the building within the next
New Baltimore, Mich. ·
two months.
DR. 'f. U. Brown, former executive secretary of the Arkansas Convention, delivered ·the closing 'a d-:
dress for the Alumni Association of
Clear Creek Baptist. School, .Pine-

CENTENNIAL Church, Harmony Association, is building a new
educational building. They nope to
be in the first floor in the near
future.
P a., .e_ .S.e v ~ n

Pastoral Changes

MT: ZION Association will have
the service of a Home Mission
Board summer field worker this
summer. John W. Wood a II,
Scottsboro, Ala., will be working
in the association for six weeks.
He is a junior at Howard College,
Birmingham, Ala., and is a licensed ministerial student.
SOUTHERN College dedicated
the Carter gymnasium on Commencement Day, May 24, in honor of Fred Carter, Lake City. Mr.
Carter, a prominent Baptist layman, has given substantial aid to
the college during the past several
years.

MR. CAUSBY

REV. Charles Causby, a recent
graduate of New Orleans Seminary, has been called as pastor of
Wynne Chapel. Mr. and Mrs.
Causby moved on the field, May 12,
and he began his work on May 15.
The Chapel has been in operation for three years and has maintained an average of 100 or more
in attendance at Sunday School
and 85 or 90 at Training Union
throughout this period. It has
been self-sustaining, financially,
and in leadership for over two
years.
REV. ROY A. Simpson has resigned as p a s t o r of Oakland
Church, Harmony Association, · to
accept the call of 1st Southern
Church, Sheridan. During the two
and a half years he was at Oakland
Church, there were 60 additions to
the church, 30 of which were by
baptism.
REV. BEN Wofford has resigned
the pastorate of Central Church,
Harmony Association, to become
pastor of Clinton Church. During
his six years at Central, the church
had 333 additions, with 149 of these
on profession of faith. The church
also paid off the building loan, the
pastorium loan, and built a new education.a l buildi'ng . . The Dollarway
Mission, which was recently consti~
tuted 'as a church, was established
during his ministry.
\ Page Eight

CENTRAL Church,. Pine Bluff,
MR. CAMPBELL
constituted their mission into Dollarway Church in a service April Chaplain Intern
10. The new church has approxiJEFF . CAMPBELL, who will
mately 60 members, and the charter graduate from Southwestern Semis to be left open for three months; inary in July, has been accepted
Amos Greer, Harmony Associa- for a one-year chaplain internship
tion missionary, served as modera- under Arkansas Baptist Hospital's
tor; Rev. Richard Rogers acted as
clinical pastoral education proclerk; Rev. George Pirtle led the
gram. He will begin his training
ordaining prayer; and Dr. C. W.
Caldwell, state superintendent of under ABH Chaplain Don Corley
on July 1.
missions, brought the message.
Rev. Rogers will serve as pastor · During his internship, Mr.Campbell will function as a reguof the church.
lar staff member in the ChapFOtJRTH Street Mission of lain's Department. As the year
Gaines Street Church, Little Rock, progresses, he will be given cerhas moveQ to 424 S. Dennison, and tain clinical and academic assignis. now called Dennison Street ments, Dr. Coriey said.
Chapel.
Mr. Campbell was born at
Searcy, and was graduated fr.om
EVERETT Dale Pogue gradu- North Little Rock High School.
ated from Southwestern Semi- He was graduated from Ouachita
nary, Fort Worth, Te·x., during Baptist College in 1957 and took
spring
com- post-graduate work at Texas Chrismencement exer- tian University in 1959. He will
complete all class werk at Southcises May 13.
Dr.
Theodore western Baptist Theological SemF. Adams, presi,. inary by the middle of June. •
dent of the Baptist World Alli1ST CHURCH, Jonesboro, had
ance and pastor a GA Coronation service May 15
of the 1st Church, in the evening worship service.
Richmond,
Va., They had five girls who achieved
MR. POGUE
was the featured the highest step of Queen Regent.
They were Kathryn Price, Kay
speaker.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Everett E. Lynn Coleman, Brenda Welch,
Pogue, 801 N~ 46, Ft. Smith, Ar- Kathy Hoffman, and Toni Little.
kansas, he is graduate of OuachThere were 24 other ·g irls who parita College with the bach'elor of
ticipated
in t.he Co.r onation rearts · degree in 1954. Dale receiving
advancements
in their forceived the Master of Religious Education Degree. \
ward steps.

a

~RKANSAS BAPTIS"I:

Southern College New$
SOUTHERN COLLEGE, Walnut Ridge, honored four outstanding Baptist personalities in their
nineteenth graduating exercises.
The Distinguished Baptist Minister's award was awarded to Dr.
Ramsey Pollard, pastor of Bellevue Baptist C h u r c h, Memphis,
Tenn., and president of the Southern Baptist Convention. Dr. Pollard has served as president of the
Tennessee Baptist Convention,
chairman of the Radio and Television Committee and chairman of
the Executive Committee of the
Southern Baptist Convention.
The Distinguished Baptist Layman's award is being given to J. K.
Southerland, Bates vi II e. Mr.
Southerland is a native of Arkansas and president of the J. K.
Southerland Company. He was
born and reared on a farm near
Banner. He is a 32nd degree
Mason and a member of the Batesville Rotary Club and is active in
1st Baptist C h u r c h, Batesville,
serving as a deacon and superintendent of the Adult Sunday
. School department.
The Distinguished B a p t i s t
Lady's award was received by
Miss Mildred Matthews, Jonesboro, former missionary to Cuba.
Miss Matthews was reared in Arkansas and attended Arkansas
State Teachers • College and the
Southern Baptist Training School
which is now the Carver School of
Missions and Social Work, Louisville, Ky. Before going to Cuba as
a missionary, Miss Matthews did
mission work in Northeastern Arkansas. During her 35 years in
Cuba, she has served in many capacities.

MR. SOUTHERLAND

DR. POLLARD

MISS MATTHEWS

MR. TEEL

THE SOUTHERNER, Southern
College yearbook, was dedicated
this year to W. J. McDaniel, professor of Music. Mr. McDaniel has
been a member of the college faculty at Southern for the past seven
years. He is a native of Kentucky
and has attended Western Kentucky S tate College, Bowling
Green, Ky.; Indiana University,
Bloomington; and George Peabody
College for Teachers, Nashville,
Tenn.

Southern for the academic year of
1959-'60.
'
Greer was installed as Baptist
Student Union president recently
at Southern. The other officers are;
M o r r i s Becknell, Blytheville,
vice president; Carolyn Cameron,
Smithville, secretary; Pat Clark,
Williford, devotional chairman;
Darrell Childress, Paragould, missions chairman; Fayleen Bassett,
St. Joe, social chairman; Dora
Sturkie, Light, song leader; Lorene Hughes, Kensett, pianist;
Pete Costes, Fort Smith, publicity.
Miss Carol Burns, BSU director, State College, Jonesboro, was
the guest speaker for the installation service. The ceremony was
under the direction of Dr. Herbert
M. Haney, BSU director at the
college. •

The Distinguished A I u m n u s
award has been awarded to Rev.
Arnold Teel, pastor of Amboy
B a p t i s t Church, North Little
Rock. Mr. Teel was born at Casa
OPAL WYNN, Fayetteville,
and graduated from Havana High
sophomore
at Southern College,
School. In 1947 he surrendered to
.
was
crowned
by 'student body presthe ministry and entered Southern
ident
Darrell
Childress as Miss
College. He received his B.A. De~
Southern,
at
the
recent annual
gree from Arkansas College,
Batesville, and has attended Freshman-Sophomore Banquet.
Southwestern S em i n a r y, Fort
JERRY GREER, freshman from
Worth, Tex.
Pine Bluff, was recognized as Mr.
May 26a .1960
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(imiTORIALS, continued from page 4)

Vaught Elected

FoR

Arkansas, the election of
Pastor W. 0. Vaught, Jr., of Little
Rock's Immanuel Church, as 1st
vice president of the Convention,
was a high honor. - Appreciation
for Dr. Vaught's · able leadership
as president this year of the :Pastors' Conference was obvious in
the hearty vote he received for the
Convention's No.2 position.
I

Vote of Confidence

TaE

Baptist Sunday S c h o o l
Board, accused in a proposed resolution of affHiation .with the National Council of Churches, ~receiv
ing a roaring vote of confidence
from 12,300 messengers to . the
Convention. The resolution, which
was n e v e r presented for vote,
would have directed and insttucted
"the Sunday School Board to sever
all relations and connections with
the National Council of Churches
in the present affiliation in the
uniform Sunday School lesson ser-

.

leS • • •

"

The question was brought before
the Convention while the annual
report of the Sunday School Board
was being presented by its executive secretary, Dr. James L. S~tlli
van, at the Wednesday night session. When he asked for questions
from the messengers, a man asked
him to explain the resolution which
he had found in his ·seat on the
Convention floor.
Dr. Sullivan replied t h at the
Sunday S.chool "Board was no more
affiliated with the National Council of Churches "than with the
Aton1ic _Energy Commission."
.· After a lengthy explanation df
how the Sunday School's uniform
lesson ·series are developed, Sullivan · suggested the mess.engers
choose· a new Executive Committee
and administratoT of the agency if
they . had no confidence in the
present ·ones. The messengers responded with vigorous applause for
the present group.
The uniform lesson plans <u·e developed ·. and written by Southern
Baptists, ·Sullivan said. "It is true
that the sequence and the Golden
Text .of Sunday School lessons are
developed by Baptists and-some deP..a .ge . Te.n .

nominations that are jn the National Council of Churches," he explained, "but participation in this
plan does not require membership
in the council."
The sequence plan, developed and
copyrighted in 1922 by the International Council of Religious Education and National Council of
Churches, costs the Sunday _School
Board $14,000 a year as its shaTe
of expenses.
"The Sunday School Board is
using the same system it has used
through all the' years," said Sullivan. "Not one thing has changed ..
Some people have gotten the idea
that w:e buy pre-written lessons
and distribute them or buy prewritten outlines and fill them in.
Every word is written by a Baptist. Last year, 1,695 Baptist writers were needed to write all of our
Sunday School material."

free f1·om sectarian pressures that
he may make independent decisions
consistent with the r i g h t s and
privileges of all citizens
"

No Move as Yet

A

MATTER which doubtless
would have caused a stir in the
Convention, had it reached the
Convention floor, was deferred in
a pre-Convention session of the
Executive Committee. We refer to
a proposal by a sub-committee of
the Executive Committee to recom.:
mend that the offices of the Executive Committee be m o v e d from
Nashville, where they have been
since . they were established back
~n the 1920's, and be relocated in
Memphis.
·
After considerable discussion,
the Executive Committee referred
the matter back to the special subcommittee with a request that it
make a further study and report
~ Church and State
back to the Executive Committee
in its September meeting. · Cities
Convention 'ad~pted a reso- reported to have been considered
lution on Christian Citizenship, re- as possible sites included Kansas
affirming faith in the historic prin- City and Tulsa. Official invitaeiple of the separation of Church tions have been presented to the
and State as expressed in the Bill Executiv:e Committee from Shreve· of Rights and the constitutional port, La., and- from Washington,
guarantee that a man's personal D.C. It is likely to be a' long time
faith shall not be a test of his before the Executive Committee
qualification for public ·office."
leaves Nashville.
The resolution · .. stated,· among
( Furthet· 1"eports on the Conother things: "We reaffirm our ve'Y!-t'ion, including some Convent.i on
conviction that a man must be free pictuTes, will be .ca1·ried in next
to choose his own church and that week's iss~te.-Ed·itO'I') •
his ·persomtl religious faith shall
not be a test of his qttalification for
public office. Yet, when a public RfJdio-TV Workshops
Radio and television workshop
offici-al is inescapably bound by the
programs
will be conducted in
dogma and demands of his church
August
at
both Ridgecrest · and
he cannot consistently separate
Glorieta
summer
assemblies, it
himself from these: This is -espewas
announced
recently
by Theocially true when that church -'maintains a position in open conflict dore Lott, head of radio producwith our established arid. constitut- tion for Southern Baptists' Radio
·
ed American pattern of life as and TV Commission.
Workshop
sessions
will
run
Auspecifically related .to religious liberty, separation of ·Church and gust 11-17 at Glorieta and August
· State, the freedom of consicence 25-31 at Ridgecrest.
Highlights of the programs at
in matters related to marriage and
the family, the perpetuation of free both a s s e m b 1i e s will include
public schools and the· prohibition broadcasting and 'televising the
against use of public monies for worship service, microplione techsectarian purposes.
niques, local studio programs,
"Therefore, the implications of a planning and producing radio and
candidate's affiliations, including televisiQn programs, writing for
his, church, are of concern to the radio and television, obtaining
voters in every election. In all local radio and TV time, camera
cases · a . public official should be techniques, and production aids. •

THE

ARK A N S A S · B·A P·T IS T

Little ·Rock Doomed 1n Case of War
' Declares Pastor of Immanuel Church

IN THE event of an all-out, .nuclear. war between the United
Sta.tes -and · Russia, Little Rock
wotild almost certainly be · among
the first American cities to be
blasted, Dr.. W. 0. Vaught, Jr., pasto~ of .Immanuel _Baptist Church, .
L_i!;tl~ Rock, declared .ip. the regula_r: services ·of his church Sunday
m_o,rnirrg.
'' ln, his ·first message to the
cl:).I)J~ Ch following his return from
the · Southern Baptist Convention
, in _ Miami Beach where he was
elected first vice president of the
convention, Dr. Vaught pointed
out.- that because ; of world notoriety Little Rock has r.eceived in
race relations, the city .is now
"one ·of the three or four best-

known cities in the world."
"Little Rock will not be spared
in case of a Russian attack," he
declared. "Our city would be one
of the first to be bombed. It may
·be that God is going to ·allow Mr.
Khrushchev and the Russians ·with
their power to humble us.'-'
The greatest threat to America
today is not Russia but our own
moral breakdown in this country,
Dr. Vq.ught asserted. As evidences of moral deterioration, Dr.
Vaught pointed to increased drinking of alcoholic beverages, to gambling and sexual immorality, to
racial hatred.
"We have just' about lost our
nation to the liquor barons," he
sa~d.
"Since we• have turned our

back on prohibition, we have become a drunken nation."
He lashed out at gambling at
the dog racetrack in West Memphis and at the horse racetrack in
Hot Springs.
All-night parties for high school
graduating classes were branded
by the minister as opportunities
for sexual immorality on the part
of young people.
Dealing with the problem of racial hatrecl, Dr. Vaught said that
the way things are shaping up in
the South "the problem is not
whether our children will sit in
school by a Negro or at a lunch
counter by a Negro, but whether
there will be a school or a lunch
counter for our children."
Dr. Vaught called on his congregation to rid itself of all hatred and prejudke and to follow
the Biblical injunction to "love
everyone."

1957. A native of Arkansas, he
has been a voice throughout the ·
Little Rock race crisis for ChrisTo'ld At Ouachita Commencement
tian love and observance of the
· ARKADELPHIA - (Ouachita regulations of conduct you will not_ law, in race relati@ns.
His editorials against the closNews Release) Members of have when you are on your own.
the graduating class of Ouachita The real test comes when you mar- ing of public schools to avoid limColl~ge were urged to stretch ry and start your own homes. Mor- ited integration under the U. S.
thethseives physically, mentally als that have been borrowed from Supreme Court ruling of ' 1954
have been widely quoted.
•• and spiritually, by Dr. Eugene ,A. others will not suffice .
Dr. Nell Mondy, also a member
"The
only
things
that
count
in
.
Nida, in ·his address at the 74th
annua'l commencement exercises of life are the things which count for of the Ouachita class of 1943,
eternity. We must face life with now professor of biochemistry at
the'· college Sunday aftern0on.
"We need to stretih our mus- · the power of God. Only then can Cornell University; received the
cles in honest-to-goodness work," we stretch ourselves to :i:neet the Distinguished Alumna Award for
"superior work as a teacher · of
declared :Qr: Nida, secretary .for tragedies of life."
chemistry
at Cornell University
Conferring·
upon
Erwin
L.
Mctr.a.nslations of the Amerjcan BiDonald, editor of Arkansas Bap- since 19'4 8" and "because of speble Society, New York City.
tist Newsmagazine, Ouachita's cial recognition which you have
. Continued Dr. Nida:
"We ·need to stretch our minds. Distinguished Alumnus Award, recently received for research in
We have almost given up serious Dr. Ralph A. Phelps, .Jr., presi- food chemistry." She is a native
readjng. Many freshmen who come dent of the college, read a cita- of Pocahontas and graduated sumto college today cannot pass their tion lauding the editor for distin- ma cum laude, standing first aca· r·e ading tests. Others spend·· their guished service "as a writer and demically in her class of 100.
'
· Honorary
degrees were conferlives reading filth. Too few of editor . . . and particularly beour people read the editorial pages cause you are a man .unafraid to red upon Rev. Robert L. Smith,
and give serious thought to the is- voic~. your conviction~. in a world pastor of First Baptist Church,
~hich see.ms increasingly to prePine Bluff, and Birkett L. Wilsues of o_ur _times.
"Wg ..n~e.d to stretch our feel- fer .a cataract . 9f pi01,1s platitudes liams, business man and philan...
thropist of Cleveland, Ohio. Dr.
ing~. w~ must see that every one . and whitewashing. .of. the status
we meet i~ our superior in some quo to an incisive, intelligent ex- . Smith was cited for filling "with
way, AnY time a man keeps an- amination of the issues involved distinction key places of service in
the denominational life of Southother in his place, a place less than in a world of criisis."
- McDonald, who gl'aduated from ern Baptists" and for .his selection
human, he is only reveaiing his
Ouachita College in 1943, magna to preach for the Columbia Broadown fear and insecurity.
"We need to stretch our souls. cum laude, has been editor of casting System's Church of the
In coll~ge . you are. protected by Arkansas Baptist since Mar C•h,
(Soo GRADUATES. on page 22)

'Stretch Yourselves,' Graduates

M a y ·2 -6 , ·1 9 6 0
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SBC Convention Sermon, Part 2

LIFTING
LIFE'S
LIMITATIONS
8~ 7::~

A. -:¥e<VUf19

Pastor, 1st Baptist Church
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
T
.I_HE moi·e clearly we understand the limitations under which
God has chosen to operate, the
more readily can we appreciate
the significance of faith in His · '
scheme of things.

The glory of the Syro-Phoenician woman's faith was that it
expressed her intelligence, her !J.umility, and her daring. But not
at first. You see, she came to
Him as an Israelite would come.
She kept calling, "Have mercy on
nie, 0 Lord, thou son of David."
Hers was not the right to use
that title; it belonged to the Jew.
But she was quick to learn: Refusing to be .offended either at the
silence of Jesus or at His words
about throwing children's bread to
the dogs, she was in t e II i gent
enough to see her place, humble
enOl,Igh to accept it, and bold
enough to press the advantage in
the sit)lation as summed up in ·the
Lord's simile.
. It was not a question of throwing children's bread to clogs but of
cl;lildren wantonly pushing the
Bread of Life off the table where
the dogs could get it, as was
proved by His own presence in her
Gentile territory. With glowing
f ace and warmth of tone, Jesus
responded in one of His rare tributes of praise, "0, woman, great
is thy faith: be it done unto thee
even as .thou wilt." The divine
chronicler adds, "And the daughP.a g e T w e I v e .

ter was healed from that hour."
Our trouble is that we . do not
want to accept the limitations
which in His sovereign wili God
has chosen for us and for Himself. In our pride we do not want
to accept them even if by accepting them we could remove them!
I think the racial situation is a
case in point and 'inasmuch as the
text makes much of'it and J alluded to it in the beginning, let me,
say ·a further word in the light of
whp.,t we have just now observ~d
about the Syro-Phoenician's humility, which wq,s the secret both
of her understanding and boldness.
On the one hand in this race issue is the man who apparently refuses to recognize the basic fad
that the created must share with
the Creator the limitations of ereatorship. The distinction between
races inheres in the natural order.
However it came about, the resp0nsibility for it rests ultimately with
the Creator. In Colossians 3 :11,
God speaks of the new man "where
there cannot be Greek 'ai1d Jew,
circumcision and uncircumcision,
barbarian and Scythian, bondman
and fFeeman, but Christ is all and
in ·all."
This verse has been quoted as
though God were working toward
the g o a 1 of a · raceless, sexless, classless, sameness ,in humanity. But such an interpretation is contrary .to all that . God
has revealed of Hiin.self. Grace

does not erase -the-distinctions God
has made. Rather it enhances
them. For example, art is an appreciation of things that differ,
their subtilties and harmonies
within· the whole. The humble
heart knows. this and rejoices to
see God's artistry become evident
in the varigated wisdom of His
redemptive purpose.
On the other hand is the man
who apparently refuses· to accept
the fact that he has a brother with
a dark skin, that the same Creator made them both in His own
image and likeness. The penalty
of his pride is blindness - blindness not to the Negro at his side
but to the image of God in him.
That is the pitiful part for God's
image is unmistakably there and
the vision of it makes all the difference.
Who can understand, for example, the transforming experience in
the life of Jacob apart from his
two visions of the face of God.
One of them came to him at Peniel as he wrestled with the angei,
for he said, "I have seen God face
to face, and my life is preserved"
(Gen. 32-30) . This experience
was in the plane of the vertica"t
But there was another vision of
God in the plane of the horizontal.
When he looked at the face of Esau •
and saw its hard lines relenting ji1
forgiveness, he recognized umnistakably God's features reflected in
the face of his brother. "I have
,seen thy face," he said, "as one
' seeth the · face of God" (Gen. 33 :
10) ..

To see th~ face of God is.' the
important thing, no matter whethel'" it appears enthroned in "the .-high and lofty place" or shining
f~om the countenance of a fello-J
pilgrim along life's way. No man
can afford by: any act or attitude
to let his pride eclipse the transforming visi·on of that Face. Here
again the humbl'e heart, instead of
being ~rustrated . ·b y racial differences, with insight and initiative ~
b o I d I y siezes the opportunity
they afford to hear a worldwide
witness for Christ.
'l'he Syro-Phoenician womah insistently calls to a humility which
understands and accepts with cour_ age. the challenge of God's limiA R K A N S A S. B-A P T I S T

unbelief" (Mark 6 :5)·. Yes, un- of this rebel planet but will man
derstanding and accepting life's understand and consent to the way
Faith's Role
limitations, it is our privilege in He is pleased to do it? God can
Let us go a step further now and the exercise of faith to remove make a bad man good, yes; but
inquire what is there in faith that them and to enjoy God's infinite will a bad man choose to let HIM
makes it possible for the Lord to power to .save.
do so? That is the question. Faith
do in one moment what He could
answers, Yes!
LIMIT
AT
IONS
LIFTED
not do in another? How were the
Faith in Jesus Christ is at one
The unmistakable conclusiort to
"ground rules" changed so that the
a11cl
the same time God's vindicap 1' a y was no longer "out of which the story now brings us is tion a:nd man's. When God would
bounds"? Or were they changed? that the woman's inte1-ests and create man He said, '"Let us make
In short, how does man's faith those of Jesus were inseparably man in our image, after our likelinked together. The lifting of
remove God's limitations?
. ness : and let them have dominion
The answer to this question lies His limitations meant the iifting over . . . the earth" (Gen. 1 :26) .
in the fact that in the larger pic- of hers also.
With what consternation do you
ture faith was the basis on which In Experience
think such an announcement would
God · assumed the limitations in
The distraught mother got all be received by the pHncipalities
the first place- faith in Himself that she came to Jesus for. Pic- and powers, and ali' the created insince there was none , other. "And ture her homecoming - he11 lit- teHigencies of the unseen realm!
I looked, and there was none to tle daughter no longer vexed by Remember that in Scripture there
help; and I wondered that there the unclean spirit, resting relaxed are unmistakable overtones of an
was none to uphold: therefore and responsive to the delights of unsolved tragedy prior to that
mine own arm brought salvation ' mother, lo:ve, and home. But she which befell man in the Garden of
unto me" (Isa. 63 :5). When this got more - ·much more - than Eden. With eternal issues still in
faith, inspired in men, returns she asked. In her heart ·besides the balance would God now bring
full blown and mature to God was the undreamed of gladness of into being this frail creature of
in the presence of the heavenly the Master's praise. No joy on the dust, endow him with His. own
hosts, limitations are off. 'They earth can equal that. What would capacities and likeness, make him
have served their purpose.
the joy have been could she have free to choose, and then entrust
The famous violjn virtuoso Nic- known that the story of her faith him with dominion over the earth?
olo Paganini, in addition to being would be recorded in the gospeJ of What divine madness is this!
one of the greatest violinists of Jesus as an inspiration to ,all ,the
But came the clay of an even
all time, excelled also in showman- ages to come !
greater wonderment. In utter
And what did it mean to Jesus·? amazement the angelic hosts
ship. We are told, that once in
His
certainly 'Yas the joy of re- must have watched the Man Christ
the midst of a concert, as though
tuning the strings of his violin, demptive love moving in answer to Jesus come to grips in mortal aghe snapped first one and then an- need. Yes, but vastly more. His ony with him that hath the power
other, and finally - as the audi- was the joy also of vindication. of death. The contest lost in Eden
ence gasped- another. Then dra- The cruel silence of Jesus and His was won at Calvary. There "the
matically presenting his instrument hard word about dogs under the hostile princes and rulers he
fo1· all to see he exclaimed, "One table were all justified by the (Christ) shook off from himself
string and Paganini !" The thun- woman's triumphant faith and and boldly displayed them as hjs
derous ovation which followed his nothing could give Him greater conquests wh~ri by the cross he
completion of the number vindi- satisfaction.
triumphed over them" .(Col. 2:15
cated a thousandfold the confi- The Larger Reason
Weymouth). But how could this
dence in himself which inspired
We are not able to see the rea- victory so clearly bought by the
his daring. But it does not fol- son why God delights in man's Man become a continuing one in
low thencefo:rth that he played faith in Jesus Christ. God's pow- the life and destinies of men? Paul
only on an instrument of one er is not in question. Of course teaches that now it is the privistring!
He could cast out a demon! If lege of the church to make anThus, it is the nature and pro- .He is God at all, the power to do swer. His meanirrg, I think, is
vince of faith to cast off limi- so is His. The question centers that through all the stormy course
tations. The basis on which they not upon God but upon man -- or of history until the consummation
were assumed becomes, when ful- in this case the woman. Would of the age, the church is to make
ly vindicated, the basis also on she understand the way in which known unto the principalities and
which they are set aside. Is not God has chosen to work in such powers in the heavenly places the
that the reason Jesus said, "All cases? Would she stoop to con- 'very thing they had questioned,
. things are possible to him that be- quer? In short, would she offer the wisdom of God.
When it becomes necessary for
lieveth" ? . Faith alone knows a the kind of faith that God would
one to take a position or to adopt
God that is infinite. Only to the honor? Tha;t was the question believer is our Lord really free to and is. To put it another way, the a course which from the nature of
work; to others "he could there question is not whether God is the case cannot at the time be
do no mighty work because of their able to straighten out the affairs explained, he subjects himself to
tation.
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great suffering.· And .if that position or course of action involves
others, only their faith in him will
endure the test of what they cannot understand. ·
Thus it is through faith and
faith alone that the man who
knows what he is doing is to be
vindicated in the eyes of those· who
cannot know. Through the ages
God has been 'painfully misunderstood, maligned - as have all
who have stood with Him in faith.
For Him and for them to be de:.
clared right offers a satisfaction
that can be measured only by the
price they have paid for the position they have taken.
We have thought. of justification, God's righteousness by faith,
in terms restricted too much to
the predicament of man. God's
predicament is involved. Like the
cross, justification is cosmic in
scope. Creation itself looks in
eager expectation to its glorious
realization. Before the assembled
hosts of Heaven not only man but
God Himself is declared righte<!ms
by man's faith in Jesus.
Quietly to take one's stand in .
faith, therefore, is the greatest
service a man can render. · Such
is the inescapable conclusion to
which our text brings us. The
Syro-Phoenician woman sto0d
where Jesus put her and while she
stood He wrought. That was her
unique contribution. In her experience, however, we have been
carried · beyond the Gospel narra-

tive: We hnve ~ he.ard the over- world-rulers of the d a r k n e s ·s, ·
tones in Ephesians of God's sym- against the spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places.
phony of the ages.
Our case does not quite paral- Wherefore take up the whole arIel that 0f,-an obscure woman from mor of God and having done all
heathen surroundings., however el- . . . stand" (Eph. 6 :12-13).
.
oquently her faith speaks to us inGod spoke no word ~f' idleness-!
dividually. We are a Convention, when He said to Moses, "Stand I
a fellowship of messengers from still and see the saivation of tl:ie
thousands of churches across the Lord" (Ex. 14 :13.). Rather, lie :
length and breadth of a great land. enunciated a principle of spiritual
We are a responsible body with warfare that through the a·ges has
institutions, agencies, and com- led to certain· victory. When Ro- i
missions worldwide in scope. If land Bainton would ·bring afresh i
closer attention is to be given to to our minds the service rendered i
them in the light of the dispensa- to Christendom by Martin Luther,'i
tion of God's mystery, we are the he wrote a book of 422 pages. But '
ones to give it.
when he would st.im up the total \
Pressures attendant upon the effect of the life and labors of :
consummation of an age converge that remarkable man, he chose for
upon us. Slander and hatred on a his title three words, HER}!j I
global scale block our missionary STAND. Martin Luther stood i
efforts. Sensuous materialism, . and God wrou.ght. .
i
demoniG in nature and extent, par·God I
alyzes the missionary arm of our
Even so as we stand,
.
churches while millions of their - works. Stand, . t~erefore,. as. d1d ;
members live at ease in Zion. If ou~ Syro-P~oe:r;lcia~ herome m a :
effective warfare is to be waged faith th~t lS mtelhgent, humble .
against this· kind of opposition we . and dar mg. Thus ma;y we ~oo ;
are the ones to do battle.
~now. t~e l!n~pe~kable JOY of hft- '
Only Ephesians, ·wherein God mg hfe s limitations.
· :
has revealed our task in the light
RALPH A. HERRING is a na- :
of His purpose for . the _ages, can tive of Pender Cou,nty, N. C., and ·!
yield a fitting conclusion and a graduate of Wake Forest Col- :
speak adequately to our situation. lege and Southern Baptist Theo- .
Only there do we see how impor- logical Seminary. He has · se1·ved ;
tant to God's ultimate victory is on many boards of the ·Baptist ;
our stand in faith. "Our wrest- State convention and· the South- ]
ling is not against flesh and blood, ern Baptist Convention, Herring :
but against the principa<lities, is author of "God Being My Help- 1
against the powers, against the er·" and other books and ar.ticles.

Right to Vote
Can't Be Denied

. Warning that failure to enforce
new voting laws can only result in
further legislation, Harris said,
"There is every reason for the
local arid state leadership in the
South to recognize this and prevent it."
"The present opportunity is tremendous," he said. "It will be
tragic if it is fumbled."
Harris added, "Here is both a'
r'esponsibility and ·an opp0·r tunity
for the South to lift off its back a
b'ur'den which · grows heavier and
heavi:et and which cannob be much
longer1 endured!'
· He •noted -tha<t 29 counties in the
South d1d not, at last re}'!lorts, have
any Negroes registered for voting.
"The record of the past, and present, makes the South vulnerable,"
he •said,

.

LAFAYETTE, LA.- (BP)
Rufus C. Harris, president of Mercer University, Macon, Ga., called
upon the South to enforce new civil
rights legislation "rathe-r than
thwarting it."
"It is no longer possible to deny
the right to vote," Harris said
here. "This is so fundamental in
our system of government that it
cannot be ignored."
.
The Mercer president spoke at
Southwestern Louisiana Institute
here. Harris served as _president
of Tulane University in New Orleans from 1937 until 1960. He
accepted the leadership of Mercer,
his alma mater, in November, and
took over officially .in April. ·.
I

.

.

Speaking of the need for con- '
tinued development in all areas of ·
the New South, the Baptist college ·
executiv~ stated, "It is not at all
unrealistic to think that the South,
starting late to build her structure, may erect a stronger and
more enduring edifice than any yet
seen."
Religious conviction, Dr. Harris
said, has been "uniquely important" in Southern social progress,
"and will be more important ih the
future."

1

"The special processes ."Of the
South should be based upon the belief that the Decalogue and the
Sermon on the Mount are· p·e rhaps ·
as valid bases for social adjustments as are court orders," he
said. •
~ R K A N S A S B A P, ! 1-S J ,
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Plan Ahead
SCORES OF Baptist churches of Arkansas have availed themselves of personnel for youth:led revivals available through the Student Department. If ypur church is planning such a revival this
summer and the Department can help, please write immediately.
Specify the number of team members desired· and first and sec-.
ond choice of dates. Perhaps more dedicated, eager help is available
now than ever before.-Tom J·. Logue, Secretary

Often the question arises regarding. the right. of. a ..family
to hold on to church record
books because a member of the
family served many years as
clerk of the church.
Some churches have. adopted
Would Make
resolutions specifically stating
Liquor Illegal
that all records of church busi·
MONTGOMERY - The presiness transactions and informadent ·of the 9-million member
tion of elected officers and
Southern B a p t i s t Convention,
committees are the legal propspeaking at the-annual meeting of
erty of the church.
the Alabama Temperance Alliance
More than a hundred years
in Montgomery May 5, said, "I be~
ago when churches were tl9rn
lieve in total abstinence, t hat the
by doctrinal strife resulting in
liquor industry should be outa split, the official· records
lawed, and those who sell liquor
were held by one of the minorafter that should be sent to jail."
ity groups and were lost to the
Ramsey C. Pollard stated that
church.
people in America are beginning _to
A notice in a church bulletin
wake up to the fact that we are bestated that the old record books
ing taken for a ride by the ·liquor
of the church dating back for
f
indul'itry.
over a hundred years had been
"Speak of a finished prodvct,"
located at the home of a forsaid, "look at the penitentiaries,
he
mer member living 10 miles
mental
asylums, broken homes,
away. · The· notice further
juvenile
delinquents, economic
states that the old books could
waste,
and
highway wrecksbe read by anyone interested
there
are
the
finished
products of
by .going to the home of the
the
liquor
business."
former m~mber.
He pointed out that there are at
When a church takes official
least
10 million alcoholics in the
action establishing the l_egaJ
·
U.
S.
today,
and that for every tax
ownership of the minute
dollar
brought
in by liquor, 22 dolhooks then the old members
serving as officers understand . lars is taken out by liquor. •
that they are 'e ntrusted with
the property of the church,
Carl Halvorson
eve n though the individual
to Golden Gate
is the representative of the
MILL VALLEY, CALIF. church which is creating the
(BP)
· - Carl M. Halvarson, misrecord.
siona:t:y to Japan s.ince 1952, will
It is well to decide officially
become assistant to the president
who owns the church records,
of Golden Gate Seminary here.
and it is well for a family who
Halvarson, a graduate of Golden
has kept and protected the recGate, will have public relations
ords for a generation or more
and student recruitment as his
to · realize that the church
major . responsibilities, according
books are not personai propto President Jfarold K. Graves.
erty.
In deciding to leave foreign mis. If the church is no longer in
sion service, Halva.rson said he
existence the record books of
felt he could best serve the cause
the former church should be
of missions by accepting the call
deposited with the state Hisof the seminary. In his new positorical Society of the ·Southern
tion, effective June 1, he will help
Baptist Historical Society.direct students interested in forSouthern Baptist Historical
eign missionary appointments.
Commission.
Harry R. Koontz, of Mill ValMay Z6,

1960

ley, the seminary's present director of publicity, will remain on the
seminary staff. In the future,
Koontz will give more attention to
promotional work.
The growth of Golden Gate Seminary since its relocation in Mill
Valley and the increase expected
in enrollment have made necessary
the addition of Halvarson to the
staff, seminary leaders said.
The seminary moved last year
from Berkeley across the bay to
Strawberry Point, across Golden
Gate Bridge from San Francisco. •

Centers Move Westward
Jackson, Miss.-Plans to set up
additional centers in the Arizona
and Colorado conventions and the
reading of encouraging reports
featured a meeting of the staff
personnel of the Seminary Extension Department at its office here.
Dr. Lee Gallman, director, said
the new centers would be in cooperation with Grand Canyon College, Phoenix.
A statistical report noted that
as of April 18, 1960, 618 new correspondence students have enrolled, 87 old correspondence students re-enrolled, while 2,090 have
enrolled in extension since September 1, 1959.
Committed to the principle of
life-long learning and to the importance of continuous study, the
group called for a revision of curr iculum concepts to include something beyond formally outlined
1
.
subjects.
Associates in the department at
the meeting were Rev. W. A.
Whitten, Bloomingto~1, Ind.; Dr.
Albert Faruth, Kansas City, Kan.;
Rev. G. Ray Worley, Ft. Worth,
Tex.; Rev. Frank' Koger, Gastonia,
N. C.; and Dr. Eugene Wallace,
Riverside, Calif.
P•a -ge Fifteen

FOREIGN MISSION BOARD REPORTS .TO THE PEOPLE

Mission Advances ·on Many Fronts
-By lone Gray-

TWENTY-SIX missionaries appointed and two reappointed by
the Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board at its May meeting
brought the total number of active
Southern Baptist foreign missionaries to 1,434. This is the largest
group of missionaries ·to be appointed by the Board at a regular
monthly meeting.
Spiritual State Seen
In R esponse of Life
Dr. Baker J. Cauthen, executive
secretary, said the appointment of
each missionary is a matter of
deep spiritual experience. "Each
life represents the response to impressions of God in the heart and
a long road of preparation to do
what God has indicated," he said.
"We must not take for granted
the supply of mission volunteers.
We must remember the words of
our Lord to pray the Lord of the
harvest . that he send forth laborers into his harvest. ·The response
of large numbers of people to go
to mission fields for life service is
one of the best indications of . the
spiritual state of a Christian
body."
Reporting on disbursement of
world relief funds during the past
five yea:r;s, Dr. Cauthen said a
total of $306,683.44 has been used.
Of this, $68,458.32 went to' Korea,
$52,064.22 to Hong Kong, $39,748.91 to Hungary, $47,900 to Germany, $30,300 to meet needs

-lands with a total of about 265,000,000 people. Our missionar y
staff in Asia has increased over 80
per cent."
Dr. Crawley said that in seeking to do still better in Asian missions, Southern Baptist missionaries face the tremendous challenge
of adapting fundamental spiritual
principles to the rapidly changing
life of Asia's wakening nations.
"Instead of wondering why mission progress in Asia is slow, we
Christianity Ga~ning in
do better to ask why we have ·l ittle
Asia, Sa?JS Dr. Crawley
The report of Dr. Winston more th an one missionary for
Crawley, secretary for the Orient, every million people in our Orient
took the form of an answer to state- mission fields," Crawley declared.
ments, seen frequently in both Prayer R equested
religious and secular publications,-·
Dr. H. Cornell Goerner, secre~
to the effect that Christianity is tary for Africa, Europe, and the
losing ground in Asia "because Near East, said the Government
missjonary work there is often re- of the Republic of Guinea has degarded as a form of imperialism." clined to give permanent residence
Acknowledging the fact that visas to Rev. and Mrs. W. A. Poe,
membership growth of Christian Southern B a p t i s t missionaries
groups is not keeping pace with who arrived in that country early
the high birth rate of Asia, Dr. tl\is year.
Crawley said one should ·not lose'
"The situation is uncertain; and
sight of the very real progress and
definite
and sustained prayer that
growth of Christianity in Asia
the
door
may be kept open in
today.
Guinea
is
requested of all South"Christianity is gaining ground
ern
Baptists,"
Dr. Goerner said.
in Asia," he said. "This is notably
He
also
called
attention to the
true of our own Southern Baptist
"very
great
need'
~ for additional
work, which has been characterized by remarkabie s p r e a d, missionary personnel for Israel.
growth, and strengthening.
Dr. Goerner reported a new in"During the past 10 years we . terest in Europe in English-speakhave entered 11 new lands in Asia ing Baptist w6rk. •

Current River Notes

ing; "Starring Our Daughters"
was given by Miss Irene Chambers ; and "The Star That Shines
Around the World" was the topic of a talk by Mrs. William
Richard Vestal.

"STAR Light, Star Bright" was
the theme for the first annual GA
Mother-Daughter banquet of Current River Association. There
were 148 attending the banquet
May 10 at 1st Church, Reyno.
Mrs. Arthur Whittenberg, association GA director was toastmistress.
The program for the evening
was presented 'in the auditorium.
The Pocahontas GA presented
"Guiding Stars"; "Star Madness"
a fun time was conducted by GA's
from Reyno, Success and CornPa g e Sixte en

through the Baptist World Alliance, and the remainder in smal1er
amounts to many p1aces of need
around the world.
Dr. Frank K. Means, secretary
for Latin America, reported by
airmail from his temporary headquarters in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
on recent travel to the Brazilian
states of Minas Gerais, Rio de J aneiro, Parana, and Mato Grosso.

BOB CARTWRIGHT was ordained to the ministry by the Oak
Grove Church, Current River Association, May 15. Jack Sharbutt
served as m o d e r a t o r ; Lester
Thompson acted as clerk; A. D.
Maddux introduced the candidate
to the council ; W. R. Wells led
the questioning; Earl Thomas presented the Bible, a gift from the

church; Billy Cartwright, brother
of the candidate, brought the message; L. E. Ray led the ordination prayer.
Mr. Cartwright is a f r eshman
at Southern College· and is pastor
of Oak Grove.- Dale Maddux, Associational Missionary. •
OKLAHOMA CITY - . Baptist
Memorial H o s p i t a I, Oklahoma
City; has received full accreditation by the Joint Commission on
This announceAccreditation.
ment was made May 6, at a r ecognition dinner held in observance
of the hospital's first anniversary.
ARKANSAS BAPTIS T

PICTURED here in front .of the South. ern Baptist Foreign Mission Board headquarters in Richmond, Va. , are the 26
missionaries appointed by the Board at
its May meeting: Cleft to right, fror.1t
row) William R. Hintze and Barbara
Laughman Hintze, both of Texas, ap• pointed for Ecuador; Sue Francis Lindwall, Arkansas, ~nd Hubert N. (Ted~
Lind wall (behind Mrs. LindwalD, Missouri, for Guatemala; Nanette Davis Pat-

ten and John E. Patten, both of Georgia,
for Thailand; Anne Vinson Dudley,
Texas, and Dwight N. Dudley, Florida,
for Japan; Helen Holmes Ruchti, Louisiana, and ·w. c. Ruchti; Jr., Texas, for
Italy;
(Second row) Howard L. Stevens and
Norma Young Stevens, both of Georgia,
for Peru; Dorothy Wittjen Fanoni, Texas,
and Roy H. Fanoni, Ohio, for Nigeria;
Bettye Deen Stull, Kentucky, and F.

Mr. Lindwall, a native of Kansas City, Mo., who grew up in Calsaid. "I took Christ and claimed ifornia, is a graduate of Lo~
his prQmise to make me a new Beach (Calif.) State College an
person."
Golden Gate Seminary. He \S id
,She me't Ted Lindwall, then a he has felt "a compulsion of God"
student at Golden Gate Baptist . to prepare for mission service for
Theological Seminary, Mill Valley, a .number of years.
Calif., and song leadei at the misThe Lindwalls have two sons,
sion (one of eight which members Timothy Neal, three, and David
of his family have helped establish Erik, nearly two.
in the past 13 years) . He and
They were among 26 missionaothers talked to her about missions ries commissioned by the Board in
and the need of the world.
its May meeting, bringing the
"I was willing to do almost any- total. number of active Southern
thing except become a missionary Baptist foreign missionaries to
myself," she said, "but God kept 1,434.
speaking to my heart, telling me
this was what he wanted me to
do. After all my excuses were Lottie Moon G1ifts
beaten down, I surrendered. With Total $7,706,847
Books on the 1959 Lottie Moon
that decision I found the peace
that comes with knowing that one Christmas Offering closed May 1
is doing· God's will."
with a total of $7,706,847.29. This
In preparation for mission serv- represents an increase of $944,ice she attended Orange Coast Col- 398.66 over the 1958 total of
lege, Gosta .Mesa, Calif., and Gold- $6,762,448.63. Any additional Loten Gate Seminary. She worked tie Moon offering money received
for a commercial firm in San by the Foreign Mission Board will
be counted on the 1960 offering. •
Francisco before her marriage.

Arkansan Joins Guatemala Mission
Mrs. Hubert N. (Ted) Lindwall,
the former Sue Fr,ancis·, of Morrilton, Ark., and her husband were
appointed missionaries to Guatemala by the Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board in its May
meeting in Richmond, Va.
Mrs. Lindwall moved with her
family to California as a child and
grew up in San Francisco. She
now lives in Novato, Calit, where
her husband is pastor of' First
Baptist Church.
In becoming a missionary, Mrs.
Lindwell is doing the one thing
she once said she was unwilling
to do. Tracing the events that
have led her to missipnary appointment she said that until she
was 20 years old her life centered
around self. Then her parents
began attending a Baptis·t' mission
in San ;Bruno, Calif., · and u:r:ged
· her to go with them.
"I became impressed with the
gospel and the promise of the new
life· that could be mine if I would
accept Christ as Saviour/' she
May 26, 1960

David Stull, Peru, for Peru; Audrey Richmond Wood, Louisiana, and S. Kenneth
Wood, Pennsylvania, for Japan;
(Back row) Paul W. Stouffer, Pennsylvania, and Peggy Saturday Stouffer,
Georgia, for South Brazil; Gene E.
Kingsley, Alabama, and Beverly Geisendorff Kingsley, Texas, for Central Africa;
Betty Burleson Coy and R. Frank Coy,
Oklahoma, for Chile; and Verna Zinn
Savage and Teddy E. Savage, Oklahoma,
for Central Africa. •

· Missionary Union
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tains, was hardest hit by twisters
that killed 29 persons and injured 250 persons in several eastern Oklahoma comtn'unities.
Five of the 12 persons killed in
Wilburton were in Calvary Baptist Church preparing for the an- '
nual farewell banquet the church
gives for its members who ·. are
sophomor·e members of the BapOklahoma AM (Junior) College
in Wilburton.
There were about 25 persons.
in the church at the time, Rev.,
Phillips said. All Wjere either
killed or injured, although three,
including Phillips, received comparatively mino1· injuries. •
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WILBURTON, OKLA. A
Let Us Jake Time
Too close life crowds
tornado converted the Latimer
There is no place to hide from
. County town of Wilburton, Okla.,
feverish days
into a valley of -death Thursday
My heart throbs in my side.
evening, May 6: But, in spite of
Let us take time.
the debris, sorrow and suffering
left in its path, the storm played a
Let us take time to know the
part in at least three persons rethoughts of men;
ceiving new life.
Time to know beauty;
And time to feel again calm and
"I know of at least three persons
content of soul
who have accepted Jesus as SaAnd certain power of meditation
vior following the tornado," Rev.
through a quiet hour.
R. L. Phillips, 39, pastor of CalTime for a book, a song ;
vary Baptist Church, which was
For golden weather made for the leveled by the twister, said.
happiness of friends together ;
"I talked to two of these perTime to believe
sons myself and one of my church
And time to lift the bars 'twixt us members talked to another, a
and the Truth,
.elbyMade
··· ··
nurse."
'Twixt heartbeat and the stars.
-~burch
Furniture and
Each of the three said the tornaSchool Equipment
Let us ·t ake time, take time.
do
and the realization that death
-Author Unknown
....,('.,.~uiiJ ~~l~ts
can come to anyone at any time ·
TAKE TIME this summer to at· '\> .q.
· Tables
part
in
their
not
putting
had
a
~~
. Altars
tend one of the encampments which off any longer accepting Jesus
0.-<::>-<9~ ..
· <:;ushions
are available for you. Give earnest
t; ~" (\. ·
Chairs .
and the eternal life he gives, Philconsideration to one of these:
I
~f..;."'~
..,; · Lecterns
lips
said.
· *YWA Conference - Ridgecrest
<~;iii.,REE ESTIMATES ·
Wilburton, snuggled between
-June 16-22
:"'U NITED SALES MFG. CO.
P. 0. Box 97 Fort Smith, Ark.
WMU Conference- Glorieta- two hilltops in the San Bois MounJuly 28-August 3
The Bible comes to liie
*WMU Conference- Ridgecrest
fo•· boys and girls in
- August 11-17
'''Arkansas WMU will sponsor a
special bus to these two conferences.
Detailed information is available
Revised Edition
upon request to the WMU Office.
Help some young person to go to
Here are 312 stories from the Bible written in simple, direct
Ferncliff for one of these camps:
language . . • with 179 beautiful pictorial illustrations-64
July 18-22, Intermediate GAs;
in full color!
July 23-24, YWA Conference; July
A VALUABLE TEACHING AID25-29, Junior· GAs; August 1-5,
For parents, teachers, pastors, and
Junior GAs; August 8-12, Junior
children's worke_rs.
GAs; August 15-19, Junior GAs.
ARRANGED IN CHRONOLOG·
Mission information and inspiraORDERICAL
tion, Christian fellowship and joy
Stories cover the ·entire Biele.
awaits you at camp this summer.
TWO BEAUTIFI)L EDITIONS-Mary Hutson, Youth Director •

_.

8germeier's BIBLE STORY B'QOK

Record Budget
OKLAHOMA CITY - A record
budget will be presented to the
November state convention of Oklahoma Baptists. In its spring
meeting the board of directors of
the Baptist General Convention of
Oklahoma approved a · $2,500,000
budget for 1961. The budget
provides a 60-40 distribution of
funds with $1,000,000 going to
world , missions· through the Cooperative Prog'ram. .
Page Eighteen

Standard-Clothbound, · with . fourcolor · jacket. Complete ind·ex of
stories and pictures. 640 pages.
3.95
DeLuxe Gift Edition-Fabrikoid
binding, gold-stamped and embossed.
Same features as Standard Edition
plus Bible land photographs, maps,
.and other Bible study aids. 744 pages.
Gift boxed.
5.50

Order yours today from your
, B A P T ~·l s ·T ~ -, s-· o 0 K
-

---- --
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-
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303 West Capitol Avenue
_ _ Li_!t!_e~-'?~·- ~ r kansas
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Baptist Crosscurrents
When Heaven ·Is.· Hell
By Dr. C. DeWitt Matthews
Proft>.ssm· of PrPaching, MidwestPrn Seminary, Kansas City
"I've just sold my yacht," a wealthy man said to another.
"Why did you do that? Are you broke, too?" the other asked.
"No,:'. the first one explained. "I'm just trying to free myself from the
tyranny of possessions. I have too many material things to worry about. Be·
sides, my children are getting the idea that all they've got to do is to ask or
take. So, I decided to start teaching them how many things there a~e in the
world they can do without. I began the first lesson by selling my yacht."
Learning how to do without is one of life's hardest and best lessons. How
often have parents, moved. by understandable love, made things entirely too
easy for their children?
The average child that .I know has so many toys that he's lost that starry·
eyed ·sehse of Vvonder that children used to express over the least trinket
brought home to them.
I read a phantasy of a man's dying and waking up in a strange, lovely land.
· "In this country, sir," the servants told him, "all you need to do is say
what you want, and it will be given to you."
· The man mused over his good fo ~tune, thinking that he most surely must
1
be in heaven.
His h_w e for art wa~ supplied. His hunger for books was met. His exact
wish in food was satisfied. His desire for music was filled. Money was no
object, slnce dverything was supplied him. Beautiful women wel'e his com·
panions when he wished them. Entertainment of a lavish variety was avail·
able whenever he wanted it. But one day he called a servant. "I want to work,"
he said. "Bring me pen--and paper, so. I can write a story; or an ax, s'o I can
chop wood; or a spade;-;:so. 1-·eat~.·dig. ·Anything. at all. I'm hored with this life."
"I'm sorry, sir," explained the servant. "Work is the one thing around
here that is ni1t permitted. Everything, you remember, is given for the asking."
"I thougl1t this was heaven ," the man replied wonderingly.
"No sir," answered the servant, "this is hell!"
To have too much, to.o easy, can turn heaven into hell.

Mississippi Association
Enlarges 30,000 Goals .

. .

*

\

Ours Is the Faith, Daily Devotions on
the Christian Life, by Walter Dudley
new churches will be needed, ac- Cavert (author of Remember Now), $2
Made up of brief, daily devotions for
cording to Claiborne Redding,· of
a period of six months, this book has the
Hernando, Miss., superintendent goal of stimulating thought about the
of missions for the association.
meaning of the Christian faith and how
The Desota Association, near it is to be applied to daily life.
Memphis, Tenn., set its' original
*
*
*
The Wrath of God in the Former Progoal of 10 in 1957 after a survey
and a study of the county's ex- ·· phets, by Herbert M. Haney, Vantage,

HORNLAKE, Mi~s.-(BP)-A
Baptist association in Mississippi
was forced to double and perhaps
triple its goal for new churches
and missions in Southern Bappected growth by 1964. "We plan
tists' 30,000 Movement.
·
Desota County Baptist Associa- to keep up with this unexpected
tion, which a I r ea d y had 14 population boost," said Redding. •
Literacy Council
churches, decided on 10 new
Jackson, Miss,:_The Mississipchurches and missions in the counpi Literacy Council has been orty as thetr goal in the d(momination's effort to start 10,000 new ganized as a resu.It of a literacy
workshop held at Camp G'araywa
churches and 20,000 new missions
near Clinton under sponsorship of
by 1964.
\
the Mississippi Woman's MissionWith the advent of a new cor- ary Union.
poration which will bring .39,000
· The workshop . was directed by
people to a multi-million . .dollar Dr. Richard Cortright, director of
"model city," the association feels the Literacy Center at Baylor
thaLat. least 20 and .]i>ossibly .30 University,. Waoo,_ -T.Qxas. .
May 26, 196P

THE following three books are just
off the presses of Abingdon Press:
The Social Sources of Church Unity,
An Interpretation of Unitive Forces and
Movements in American . Protestantism,
by Robert Lee, $4.50
The author is assistant professor of
Church and Community, at Union Theological Seminary. He states, in the preface to this book: "This study should
be thought of as exploratory and diagnostic rather than prescriptive. Doubt·
less, some students of ecumenicity will
regard this book as having overstressed
the role of social factors; others will wish
that the findings be pressed with more
vigor ... "
·
Southern Baptists will have little in
common with Author Lee's viewpoint,
but will find this book valuable in revealing the-reasoning of many who are ecuminicists. His accounting for Southern
Baptists keeping aloof of the ecuminical
movement, equating it largely with our
sectionalism, our success and power. and
our attitude toward race, is an interesting if inaccurate appraisal 'by an out' sider.
*
*
God's Colony in Man's World, Christian Love in Action, by George W. Webber, $2.75
With his wife and children, Author
Webber lives and works as a minister in
East Harlem Protestant Parish of New
York. He is part-time associate professor of Practical Theology at Union Theological Seminary.
This book is about his daily encounter
with the problems of urban living in slum
areas: juvenile delinquency, overcrowded schools, poor housing, breakdown in
family life, loss of meaning in work, depersonalization.

1960, $2.95
A native of Canada, Dr. Haney is head

of the English department at Southern
Baptist College, Walnut Ridge, Ark., and
pastor of Smithville Baptist Church.
Dr. Haney interprets the wrath of God
as exemplified in the .books of Joshua,
Judges, Samuel and Kings. God's righteousness causes his wrath to be punitive
wherever sin is, and His love causes His
wrath to be remedial wherever there is
repentance and faith, he states.

*

*

Devotions of Jonathan Edwards, Baker, 1959, $1.50
This is one of a series of seven books
of brief devotions for personal reading or
group worship. There are 104 devotions,
two for each week of the year.
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Counselm·'s Corner

George Peabody College of Nash'Cousins !in Love'
ville.
QUESTION: We are two cousOn To Mus1ic Camp
Enjoy the beautiful new swimins,
24 and 25. We are deeply in
BEN SCHULBERG said, "It is ming pools at Ouachita and Silove.
We have tried to strangle
never a mistake to hope too much." loam. Play with us! We believe
our love but dmAre we hoping too much when we that we have the finest recreation
not.
Would it be
·
hope that you will and fello~ship activity directors
too
awful
for us
take advantage of that can be found anywhere.
marry?
Our
to
three fine music
Perhaps you will be like Marilyn
parents
are
very
conferences
we
much against our
have ,' scheduled Moore of Marianna, who wrote
after the camp last year that
m a r r i a g e. We
for this summer?
more than the classes and all of
have looked in the
June 20-25
the
other
fine
activities
at
music
B i b l e and see
Ouachita
Music
camp,
she
enjoyed
the
service
of
where
Jacob marConference
for
worship
best
of
all.
We
have
a
OR
•
.
HUDSON
ried
his
t;'o cousyouth, adults and
wonderful
camp
pastor,
Rev.
HuWhat
should
we
do
.
ins.
MR. McCLARD
m U S i C leaderbert Foust, 1st Church, Graham,
ANSWER:
Look
elsewhere
for
ship; June 27-uuly 2 - Siloam,
Springs Music Conference for all Tex. You will fall in love with mates. In about half of the states
ages and music leadership; August him because he sincerely loves in the United States it is against
young people and is one of the the law to marry a cousin.
1-3 for Junior Music Camp at
very finest preachers. You will
· Do · you want your children to
Ouachita College.
.
catch
the
spirit
.of
Jove
from
this
inferior? Ask · any scientist
be
In all sincerity, we believe that
servant
of
God
that
will
make
yoy
and
he will tell .you that when
we will have the finest faculty and
most comprehensive program of love Jesus Christ mere than ever. close relatives marry the chance
This we all need. Come and feast of a weak or deficient offspring is
church music instruction that we
0n the fine. things that. will be hap- mueh greater.
have ever offered to the people of
pening in our three music camps
Being deeply in love is not reaArkansas. We are attempting to
this summer.-LeRoy McClard, son enough · to marry. You both
provide music instruction that
Secretary.
need to understand that "love," as
meets the need of our people; ba-.
it is experienced in our culture,_
siC and simple methods of matermay be a neurotic obsession ahd
ials and yet challenging enough to Historical Commission
not a healthy, mature relationship.
inspire om: finest musicians. We Publishes Newsletter
(Address . a.ll questions to Dr.
will do our best to provide an at- . NASHVILLE- (BP) -The
Hudson,
11.6 West 47th Street,
mosphere that is conducive to . first Historical Commission 'newsKansas
City
12, Missouri.)
Christian growth and .development. letter has · been issued · by the
Seven out-of-state and 21 in- Southern Baptist Historical Comvelopments in the Baptist history
state facu'l ty· members are busi- mission here.
·
field both by the Southern Baptist
ly engaged in making preparation
It will be issued quarterly and Historical Commission and varifor the courses they will teach
be
sent to members of the Com- ous state Baptist history affiliand activities .that they will conmission,
members of state Baptist ates.
duct in the camps. Classes will be
history
groups,
and other Baptist
The next issue will describe the
offered in progressive · theory, beleaders-about
500
persons in all, pTogram of the Commission as de. ·ginning vocalist, progressing vocalist, advanced vocalist, beginning according to Davis C. Woolley, fined by the program committee
of the Southern Baptist Convenorganist, church organist, hymn Nashville, executive secretary.
first
number
presents
deThe
tion
Executive Committee.
playing, church pianist, the Book
of Books, church music history,
musical instruments, song leading,
Dr. Theodore Adams says •••
great composers, hymnology, wol"ship class, arranging, evangelistic
music, and harmony. After years
of experience of conducting these
The Rio Congress will be a great spiritual excamps, we believe that we can ofperience . . . a Pentecost is possible . . . 4,000 .
fer help in these classes that will
or more registered delegates are expected from
North A:merica. REGISTER NOW~for the
be of real benefit to you.
tour you want. Rates from $625. SEE YOUR. ·
TRAVEL
AGENT
l'ODAY.
Ask
about
Sing until your heart is full!
Brownell's Trave-l Now-Pay Later Plan.
There will be choirs for every age
group, private -<:ocal work and
Official Tour Company for North America '
.
'
singing in the oratorio chorus. You
Rio Congress
will love our oratorio for this year, ·
"The Holy City" by Gaul, under
BIRMINGHAM, ALA •
. June

Book Your Br.ownell
Mission Tour Now!
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Catholic Schools Seek
·Aid From Public Funds

tainment and service to the nation
to that of the public school
system."
Three main arguments are being
used by the Roman Catholics in
their campaign for public support
·for their r e 1 i g i o u s parochial
schools:
1. The service rendered to the
nation by these schools should be
paid for by the nation, the Catholics contend. They raise the question as to what the public schools
would do if they closed all their
parochial schools and turned their
children into the public schools.
They are seeking to establish the
thesis that Catholic education is
in fact public education.
2. The responsibility, they continue, for the education of the childl~n is upon the parents, and is
not a primary responsibility of the
state. Therefore, public aid is not
to a church or to a religious
school, but is aid to the child and
to his parents for their educational expenses.
3. It is not fair, the Catholics
assert, to suffer double taxation,
to be forced to pay taxes for the
public schools and then to have to
pay . for their own parochial
schools. They seem to forget that
their schools are of their own
choosing and that the public
schools are open to all.
These are the lines of reasoning, no doubt, that Citizens for
Educational Freedom will follow
and will seek to sell to the American people. •

sche)Ql pupil for the states to help
By W. Barry Garrett
WASHINGTON - (BP) - A with their educational expenses.
Roman Catholic organization to
The formula in the bill for dese-c ure public funds for parochial tern;lining the number of school
schools has been launched on a children in a state includes a pronational scale. ·It is called Citi- vision for counting all school children, including those in ·parochial
zens for Educational Freedom.
Purpose of the organization is schools, but the distribution is to
to combat what the Roman Cath- be made only to the public schools.
olics consider "inequitable distri- While it is true that this seems to
bution" of public funds for educa- be an improper manner in which
- tiona! purposes and to secure such to calculate the number of school
children for which a state is to
funds for their schools.
The objectives reportedly are to receive aid, it is not true, as the
.combat strong pressure groups Roman Catholic article claims,
that insist on public funds for that this money belongs to the
public schools alone, to create a Catholic school children and -is
public opinion that will make it pos.,. being stolen from them and being
sihle for parochial schools to .secure given to the public schools.
public financial .aid, to engage in
Thus, by a strange twist of realegal action in the courts, and to soning, the article says, "Catholics don't want the money ·-of
secure legislative .relief.
This growing organization is in other people to support their
part the Roman Catholic answer schools; Catholics are not deto numerous denominational and manding that money be taken
non-denominational efforts to from the pockets of Protestants
maint~in religious liberty and sep- and others who are not Catholics
aration of church and state _in to support schools. We don't want
America.
their money.
We want our
money."
Found~d' in St. Louis, Citizens
for Educational Freedom already
Paying lip service to the contrioperates in 47 states and is cur- bution of public schools to the narently in a campaign to increase tion, the article then explains the
its membership and to establish parochial school system. "Because
local chapters in cities throughout we believe that education that
the nation.
teaches of creation while ignoring
In making its appeal to the na- the Creator is incomplete, we have
tion, Citizens for Educational constructed a parochial school ;3ysFreedom has adopted the slogan, tem that is equal in scholastic at"A Fair Share for Every Child,"
and is appealing for non-CatholiCs
to join in their cause. The effort
will be made to have it appear as
a citizens' organization rather
than a Catholic organization.
Lonsdale, Arkansas
· In order to eliminate the apLocated in the Heart of Arkansas
pearance of ecclesiastical .c ontrol
and in order for it to be a grassRECREATION_
roots movement, all the officers
are lay people.
BIBLE STUDY
In a recent issue of Our Sunday
INSPIRATIONAL MESSAGES
Visitor, a national Catholic weekly, , an ar;ticle by Dale Francis,
1st Assembly June 20 - 24~------------------------------------- Total Assembly Rate
prominent Roman Catholic writer,
2nd Assembly J-une 18- 22 ___:__________________________________$13.50 per Assembly
charged that the current education
bill in Congress "will steal $100
Send reservations with $2 .50 to
million from the CatholicS of the
Rev. Don Hook, Business Manager
nation." This charge is based on
the section that provides $20 per

SPRINGLAKE BAPTIST ASSEMBLY
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God's Wondrous Wo1·ld

Wilderness Wisdom

~~

and ~~ 1fl"e~e

By Inez Cla1·k Thonon
My daddy built a tiny house
And· hung it on a, limb;
And when small Jimmy Wren
came back,
He knew it was for him.
Then he and Mrs. Wren moved
in,
And both worked all day long,
Except when Jimmy stopped to
thank
My daddy with a song.
And Daddy says, though he will
have
Much food to hunt and bring
For hungry babies in the nest,
He'll still find time to sing!
(Sunday School Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)

Two Names In One
By Lois Snelling
WITHIN each of these Bible
names is the shorter name of another Bible character. Can you
find them according to the descriptions given?
1. In Abraham find Noah's son.
2. In Daniel
find Jacob's son.
3. In Elijah
find a high
priest.
4. In Hiram
find an officer
in David's kingdom.
5. In Jonathan 'find a prophet.
Page T we n.t y.- Two

A Smile or Two ·
Vilce Washington

"HOW did you do in your exBy Thelma C. Carter
When we shop in supermarkets ams, Tommy?" I asked our 10
for corn, beans, and squash, we year old.
'I
"Oh," he answered airily, "I
may forget that the Indian people
first taught us to eat and cultivate ,did what George Washingto:n
these foods. If it had not been did."
"What do you mean?" I -infor the Indians' way of life, our
pioneer forefathers might not quired suspiciously.
"I went down in history!" was
have survived the wilderness country, the wild animals, the cold the triumpltant reply.
winters, and the scarcity of food. Surplus of Poisons
"The good deed of the morning
A question that set Agriculture
is forgotten in the afternoon," a Department employees wondering
wise man once said. We owe a came 'frorr{ a woman who wrote:
great deal to our Indian friends.
"Could you possibly send me a
Think of making rope and booklet explaining the use of difcoarse cloth. from fibers of mul- ferent poisons for vegetables
berry trees ! Think of drying the in the garden? I have lost my
roots of the cattail plant and mak- husband and have a lot of differing a flour for bread and pud- ent poisons on hand."
dings ! The Indians were wise in
Just . Add Wate1·
using whatever plant life God had
Most of us with average nerves
provided in the natural world. _·
will feel sympathy for the TV ,an· Every day we should .be more
nouncer closing his first commergrateful for the abundant blesscial for a new sponsor. With camings of God. "Bless the Lord, 0
eras centered on him, the anmy soul, and forget not all his
nouncer smiled, took a deep draw
benefits" (Psalm 103 :2).
of the sponsor's cigarette, blew
It didn't take the pioneers long
out a ring of smoke and sighed
to realize that Indian shelters such
blissfully: "Man; that's real cofas tepees and wigwams, along with fee-!""--·--- .
sod houses, were wisely planned.
They saw that the ax, with its (GRADUATES, continued fl'Om page 11)
chipped-stone cutting end, was an Air.
The Williams citation lauded
important tool · for chopping firehim
for his "outstanding record of
wood. Many early fireplaces were
much like the open fires the Indi- public service as a community
ans used for cooking and for leader in Cleveland" and for "the
national recognition which you this
warmth.
Above all, early pioneers learned year have received in being electto garden like the Indians. They . ed president qf the National Aulearned to plant corn, beans, and tomobile Dealers' Association of
s_quash in hills. They learned to America." He was graduated
cultivate, harvest, and husk corn, from Ouachita in 1910.
At their luncheon meeting in
to dry and store it for future use.
Green corn roasting ears were the Ouachita dining hall Sunday, ,
· Ouachita alumni and former stufirst an Indian recipe.
(Sunday Schoo l Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)
dents voted to reactivate their
board
of directors with a view to
6. In Hannah
find a prophsetting
up a full-scale alumni asetess.
sociation
with a full-time execu7. In Abner
find Saul's
tive
secretary.
grandfather.
A new wing of the Ouachita li8. In Asaph
find a king of
brary
made possible by funds givIsrael.
en
by
Miss Emma Riley, of Lit9. In Manoah
find the builder
tle
Rock,
and completed a few
of the ark.
months
ago,
was dedicated in speANSWERS
cial services Sunday afternoon with
q-eoN ·g ' Judge Edward F. McFaddin, as'-esv '8 '.IaN 'L '-euuv '9 'u-eq+-eN ·g sociate justice of the Arkansas Su'-e.q ·v 'nm: "8 'u-ea ·z 'w-eH ·1
preme Court, as speaker.
(Sunday Schoo l Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)
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Lesson-------~

Rich Toward God
By RHEUBIN L. SOUTH, Pastor
Park Hill Church, North Little Rock
CONTEXT-Matthew

6:19-34·;

Luke · 12:13-34

matters are promised to the faithful. But
we must exercise this faith. As our heavenly father provides for the fowl of the
air and the plant of the fields so he will
provide for those who serve him of unmixed motive. The thoughtful student
of the ~pirit as well as the life of today's
world will become immediately aware of
tl~~ fact that not all· who have the right
. to claim these promises are ' doing so.
We worry; we fret. This is iwt becoming
to ' the f0Uower 'of 'Christ whose faith is
in God.

Textually.we start with an exhortation Luke 12:13-34GOLDEN TEXT - Matthew 6:20-21 against hoarding and with an. elabo.r atiqn The Danger In A False
Lay up treasures for yourselves in that reveals the fntit . of this en:or. The
heaven, where neither m·oth nor rust investment in the goods of this wodd Application of Life's Energies
As is so often the case, our Lord turns
doth cormpt, and where thieves do . draws negatively. Heavenly goods draw
not break through and steal; for interest in the heavenly coin. What do to parables to clearly define his teachwe mean? In the earthly sphere the wo~·d ings. This is the scene in this particular
where your treasure LS? there will
.
'b .
f or. ...rust, .Is a g~nenc.
term em r!\cmg parable. Here is the able farmer. Peryour heart be also . .
the whole class of agents which eat or haps he has laborei! long and hard for
consume valuables. Not only a.re '.' moth" .this ·bumper cr.op. This is most comHOW out of step can one be? Rich and "rust" to be feared, but the covetous men.dable. The big error is in his plaJlS
toward God? How utterly foreign to hearts ·of others are threats as well. These now that the crop is about to be harvmuch of today's thinking ! So much ener- will break through apd steal. As in all ested. Notice how often he says "I" and
gy is dire<;ted toward of this particular discourse of our Lord, "myl'. His full ' concerh is for "my"
gaining riches b u t w~ .must come to the underlying cause in houses, '~J,Tiy" farrps, "m.y" ease and merthese so sought are of each overt sin. In this case, we find riment. B!lt notice how fatal this type
temporal realm. But that as the treasure is so the hea·r t re- of erroi· can be. He did not enjoy his
the central theme and sponds. This means 1imch in the' develop- selfish indulgences·for one day! The poor
lesson of today's texts ment of the Christian personality. This wretch heard the indictment of God upt>n
have to do with the is :IJoundational. Where a man's first love his soul, "This night thy soul sh~ll be
underlying cause of all lies we will find the investment of his required of thee!" Evidently God has
our treasure seeking. life. Further this treasure will be the little patience with those whose total inThis is true here as fulcrum upon which all of life's majer ;vestment is in the things of this present
world.
with all the other of decisious will be made.
MR. SOUTH
the Sermon on the
Several illustrations of the importance
To make a pointed application to to·
Mount.
of the value in being rich towatd God day's world, such an attitude is an exis carefully pointed out by our Lord ..The. pressiGn of practical atheism . .We have
first
example is one evidently dear to the £ew theological atheists; but many pracMatthew 6: 19-34heart of our Lord-he uses it so often. tical atheists. Many people who immediThe Pt;oper Investment Reaps
It has to do with light and the refractory ately deny any form of atheism on Suninstrument of the body-the eye. Put day practice a denial of God Monday
Eternal Values
out the eye and the whole perception of through Saturday by the mad worship of
The Sermon on the Mount has so
light is lost: all is dark. So it is in the money, fame, position, self. These are
much of life and living to it. Now we ate
realm of the spirit. Next we turu to the poor in the coin 'of God's realm though
wwrned against a basic sin which breeds
symbol of the master and servant rela- they may be rich in the coin of the realm
many other sins. This involves the Ten
tionship. This has to do with the total of this earth.
Cornmandments. So much interpretation
investment of life energy ~award making
of the Sermon has to do with the basic
· The remainder of our Lucan text is in
a life and a living. The obvious inference
Ten Commandments. Would you mind
a
large way a repetition of that in Matis that the one who is successful ·can
a brief interpolation before continuing
thew.
There is a more pointed applica·
have but one master. Again the applicawith the .formal textual study? Our warntion toward the close of this dissertation.
tion toward the realm of the spirit is
ing fundamentally is against the breaking
Its meaning cannot be e:x<plained away
obvious. We can be happy and growing
of the tenth commandment, namely,
nor can it be watered down. Simply
in the light of our Lord only as we serve
" Thou shalt not covet". This commandstated, if this world's goods mean more
him completely. There can he no mixed
ment is basic to the sixth, seventh, eighth,
than God's kingdom, it is far better to
motives. Our loyalty to him must be
aud ninth commandments. For the cov"sell that ye have, and give alms". God
without reservation or qualification.
etous desire is the seed bed from which
must be first! Our investments in every
killing, adultery, stealing and false witThe fruits of this richness toward God realm must bring returns to God's king·
1nessing flower. Do you see its vital im· are obvious. Lack of anxiety and peace dom. Only then can it be said that one
portance? ·
of mind in the realm of the temporal is "rich .toward God."
May 26, 1960 :
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By BERNES K. SELPH, Th.D.
Pastor, 1st Baptist Church, Benton

Baptist Civ1ic Loyalty
BAPTISTS played an actiVTe
part in the Revolutionary war.
Their natu:rarl love for freedom
and experience of
suffering persecution because of
their convictions
intensified their
love for freedom
of body as well as
soul.
A number of
preachers served
DR. SELPH
as chaplains. One
served on the staff of 'General
Washington in this capacity.
General Washington wrote a letter to the Bq,ptists, May, 1789,
complimenting them for theiF contribution in the conflict against
England.
In it he acknowledged their congratulation upon his being elected
president of the United States. He

explained how he had hoped to retire from public life, hut since the
people had seen fit to elect him
to this high office he would do his
utmost to fill its demands.
From the nature of his reply the
Baptists' letter must have expressed their fear of 'ecclesiastical
tyranny.
He said, "If I had had the slightest apprehension · that the constitution framed by the convention,
over which I presided, would possibly hinder the religious .rights of
any group 1 would never - have
signed it.
"I want you to know that no
one will be more zealous than I to
establish effectual · barrier to pro. teet our · people from spiritual tyr· anny and religious persecution.
"You doubtless remember that I
have often expressed my sentiments that any person conducting
himself as a good citizen and bein-g
accoui1table. to God alone for his
religion should have the right to
express the same according to the
dictates of his own conscience."
In conclusion Mr. Washington
. went on to say that just as Bap-

tists had been instrumental in
winning liberty and interested in
set ting- up a new gover nment, they
would be just as loyaUn supporting it.
History confirms that this has
been so. •

CHURCH PEWS
At
A
Price

Any Church Can Afford ·" ..o,.
· Wl'ite or Call

WAGONER BRpTHERS
MANUFACTURING CO.
Phone 246
BOONEVILLE, ARKANSAS

WILLIAMS PAINT
& BODY SHOP
.

GUARANTEED QUALITY · WORKMANSHIP

3013 S. Elm

MO 4-1258

Owner and Operator, Jessie G. Williams

TO HELP YOU
HELP TEEN-AGERS
Teen-agers are full of questions concerning marriage.
Here is a rm:e opportunity
to have these questions an-'
swered in a clear, understandable way. Help give'
your teen-agers a good
background,for marriage by
placing in their hands this
series of Broadman booklets called, Looking Toward
Marriage, and including: ·
MARRIAGE AND . MONEY by
WHAT IS LOVE? by Winnie R. Pearce
WHEN FAITH IS NOT SHARED
by Vernon B. Richardson
MATURITY FOR MARRIAGE by Payton Kolb
THERE THEY GO! WILL THEY BE HAPPY
TOGETHER? by Cl~ude U. Broach
RELIGION AND MARRIAGE by Joe W. Burton
LOOKING FOR SOMEONE? by Ray F. Koonce'
MY FOLKS DON'T UNDERSTAND by Jack Watson
WHAT DOES THE BIBLE SAY?
'•.
by Martha Boone Leavell ·
Each . . . . 15¢; Dozen .. $1.5~
ORD-ER f"RCM YOUR BAPTIST BO•CK ST-ORE

~

